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Abstract

Local multipoint distribution system (LMDS) is a relatively new and promising

technology. It is a line-of-sight (LOS) broadband wireless technology that uses

millimeterwave signals above 20 Gigaher-tz to transmit voice, video and data information

to stationary remote users located within relatively small cells under 6-10 kilometers in

radius. LMDS systems have the potential of providing a wide range of services from

narrowband PCM voice at 64 kbps to full service bidirectional broadband-integrated

digital network (B-ISDN).

One of many challenges posed to curent LMDS technology is that of efficiently

managing the relatively scarce radio resources among the multiple users of the network.

This thesis investigates issues related to media access control (MAC) and bandwidth

allocation for a LMDS broadband wireless access system. The protocol developed in this

thesis is based on time division multiple access (TDMA) and focuses on the MAC and

data link layers. Little emphasis is put on the physical layer. This thesis also explores the

applicability of various network layer protocols with the protocol that was developed

herein.

The protocol developed in this thesis is called dynamic-time division multiple access

with dual reservation or D-TDMA/DR. It is a demand assignment MAC protocol based

on TDMA. The protocol supports two types of users: fixed allocation and shared

allocation. Fixed allocation users are serviced by long-term, constant bit rate, contractual

connections similar to the permanent virtual connection (PVC) concept ìn ATM. Shared
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allocation users plovide explicit information regalding their need for bandwidth that is

assigned by the base station in a dynamic manner'.

OPNET was used to model and simulate the protocol. Findings from the simulations

show that the protocol performs well in terms of throughput, and illustrates that the

protocol can support a wide variety of bit rates. The simulations also charactenze the loss

probability of the radio channel as being linearly related to the channel's bit eror rate,

whereas the loss probability of the protocol was morc controlled due to its retransmission

mechanism. Results show how the retransmission feature of the protocol mitigated the bit

elror rate of the increasingly noisy radio environment. Other simulation results verify the

protocol's basic operation and functionality.
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Chapter å

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The dominant trend in telecommunications in recent years has been towards wireless and

mobile communications. This trend has spurred enorrnous research interests in merging

network and transport layer protocols like ATM and TCP/IP with broadband wireless

networks for supporting multimedia applications. Equally important is the development

and study of media access control protocols for the shared wireless medium that separates

the network from its remote users.

Most wireless systems have a channel bandwidth which is many orders of magnitude

smaller than that of a typical optical fiber. Therefore, it is very important that this

bandwidth be efficiently allocated in order to fully optimize performance. One of many

important aspects for the performance of a wireless communications system is the media

access control (MAC) protocol. The MAC protocol is designed to address the problem of

how to share a common broadcast channel among the multiple users of a network.

Fundamental objectives of such protocols for the wireless domain are high channel

throughput, low delay, channel stability, and low complexity of the algorithm. This thesis

presents such a MAC protocol, including its development, modeling methodology,

simulation study and analysis.
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1.2 Purpose

This thesis originally addressed research issues related to the integration of wireless locaÌ

multipoint distribution systems (LMDS) and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)

focusing primarily on media access control protocols and channel bandwidth allocation

strategies. At the time this thesis was conceptualized, ATM was the apparent transport

technology of choice for LMDS type networks. But over the course of bringing this

project to a close, Ethernet technology has also evolved into a viable solution for

transporting information across LMDS networks. Whether ATM or Ethemet will be

implemented in a broadband wireless access system depends on the type of customels

that the system designed to supporl. For large scale enterprise environments \ /ith high

throughput multimedia requirements on the order of one gigabit per second, ATM will

work well. However, an Ethemet based system is more appropriate and practical for

small-office home-office (SOHO) and residential environments where customers'

throughput requirements are smaller with traffic types typically limited to voice and data

services (i.e. Internet connectivity). Ethernet also has the advantages that it is ubiquitous,

its hardware is more commercially available, and its equipment typically costs far less

than comparable ATM hardware.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

The first 4 chapters of this thesis provide a foundation for the following chapters by

introducing local multipoint distribution systems, asynchronous transfer mode, and media

access control protocols. In chapter 2, LMDS is defined, followed by a discussion of the

different types of LMDS networks. Also presented in chapter 2 are the strengths and

weaknesses points of the wireless technology and some of the issues pertaining to its
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regLllation and standardization. Chapter 3 presents a basic coverage of ATM and provides

the justification for not basing the protocol on the transpolt technology. Chapter 4 defines

what a media access protocol is and presents a review of the fundamental types of

protocols that exist today. The media access protocol that was developed in this thesis is

presented in chapter 5. This protocol, called dynamic time division multiple access with

dual reservation, is based on the concept of time division mr:ltiple access. Chapter 6

introduces OPNET, followed by the modeling methodology for the protocol. Chapter 7

presents the simulation environment for the models as well as the results and analysis of

the simulations. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary, the contrjbutions made

by the thesis and suggestions for continuing work.

Accompanying the body of this thesis are two appendices. Appendix A presents a

paper titled, " A Review Of Proposed MAC Protocols for High-Speed Wireless

Networks." Appendix B contains a detailed coverage of the models that were developed

in OPNET, including the C code for the process models.
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Chapte rz
Local Multipoint Distribution Systems

Following an introduction to LMDS technology, this chapter presents the three basic

types of LMDS systems. Also covered are the strong points and weak points of LMDS,

as well as pefiinent standardization and regulatoly issues.

2.1 Introduction

LMDSI stands for local multipoint distribution service, which is an accurate descliption

of the technology [5]. Local refers to the size of a service cell, which is limited to under

10 Km in diameter due to the quickly attenuated nature of the high frequency radio

signals used to communicate information between the base station and its subscribers.

Multipoint accurately describes the physical structure of the LMDS cell architecture

which, unlike most point-to-point microwave technologies, permits two-way

simultaneous communication between a central hub (point) and geographically dispersed

remote users (multipoints). Dishibution is purposely vague because the LMDS spectrum

has been lightly regulated to allow operators to offer a practically unconstrained

complement of services.

Despite tremendous efforts from the telecommunications industry, there currently

exists no standard definition for a LMDS. But at the most basic level, it is a is a line-of-
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sight (LOS) wireless technology that uses millimeterwave signals above 20 Gigahertz to

transmit voice, video and data information within relatively small cells r-rnder 6-10

kilometers in radius. Figure 2.1 shows the basic LMDS alchitecture.

Figure 2.L A typical LMDS network.

Z.ZTypes of LMDS Systems

Since universal standalds or requirements for the technical specifications of LMDS do

not cunently exist, a number of companies have implemented trial versions and

commercial systems based on their own proprietary specifications. These systems range

from one-way analog cable broadcast systems to multi-service, bi-directional digital

networks. This section describes the three different types of LMDS networks: broadcast,

narrowband retum, and full service.

t LMDS is known in Canada as LMCS, which stands for local multipoint communication system.
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2.2.lBroadcast

The most basic type of LMDS system is a one-way, analog system used for cable TV

(CATV) distribution in the 28 GHz band. This type of system is capable of providing a

greater number of CATV channels, with better video and audio, to residential customers

at a price that is competitive with other wireless cable solutions including MMDS (multi-

channel multipoint distribution system) and DBS (direct broadcast satellite). Analog

LMDS has the advantage that the vast majority of today's televisions sets, cameras, and

studio gear are analog thereby eliminating the need for any D/A and A/D conversion at

customer and operator premises. This picture is quickly changing however, with the

advent of digital cameras, camcorders, and high definition televisions, perhaps justifying

the push to a fully digital system.

Some operators are recognizing the transition to an all digital video environment

and are therefore developing digital broadcast TV distribution LMDS systems. Digital

signal processing techniques allow these systems to carry more channels than their analog

counterpafis in the same spectral bandwidth. They can also generally cover a larger

service area with bettel quality video and audio. One of the biggest advantages of this

type of system is that it can potentially be fully digital, thus facilitating an integration into

the future B-ISDN.

The customer premises equipment (CPE) for a one-way system typically consists of

an antenna, a downconverter and a set-top-box. The antenna, which is typically quite

small, receives the broadcast at the Gigahertz transmit frequency. Connected to the

antenna is a downconverter, whose duty it is to step down the transmitted signal's
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frequency to one more manageable in the VHF band. The set-top-box, or service access

point (SAP), is the intedace to which a customer's television is connected.

By definition, broadcast LMDS systems are not ínteractive-at least by themselves.

Should a customer need to interact with the network to request some type of pay-per-

view or shop-at-home service, they would have to do so via a totally separate network

such as the local telephone system.

A logical evolutionary step for a one-way distribution system is to introduce some

sort of inter-network customer interaction. This can be implemented in varying degrees

depending on an operators needs, as well as the needs of the customers in a particular

service area. As will be shown in the following sections, there are two popular types of

bi-directional LMDS systems: narrowband retum and full-service.

2.2.2 N arrowband Return

This first type of two-way LMDS system facilitates interactivity by incorporating a

relatively narrowband return path. From a network operator's point of view, this narrow-

band uplink is an effective means of providìng limited customer interaction without

deploying a more complex full-service network. The customer-to-network retum path can

be designed to operate at various speeds for different customer requirements, but is

typically a few orders of magnitude slower than the broadcast downlink. The uplink

channels can be used for a multitude of services including impulse shopping, pay-per-

view ordering, basic telephone services and Internet connectivity. Which services will be

offered by a particular LMDS operator depends primarily on the needs of the customer

base in the area of deployment. On the downlink, narrowband LMDS systems can offer a
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multitude of services over the basic one-way cable distribution systems inch-rding local

telephone services, video- and teleconferencing and basic data networking services.

2.2.3 Full-Service

Full-service LMDS systems provide fr-rlly interactive, digital multimedia services. This

environment provides a viÍual fiber service within the LMDS service area capable of

simultaneously delivering a full complement of video, telephone and high-speed data

services. ATM, because of its high-speed, flexibility, scalability and ability to caffy

various types of traffic, has been chosen as the underlying transport technology for these

full-service LMDS networks. However, other transport technologies may be used.

Full-service LMDS has the capacity to provide a wide range of bi-directional services

to the customer including hundreds of digital video channels, thousands of telephone

lines and high-speed data communications. Fufthermore, the symmetrically fast uplink

can facilitate true full-duplex B-ISDN services.

The CPE for full-service LMDS is much more elaborate than that of the one-way or

narrowband return systems. This is because the customer premises must now include

some type of network interface unit which, among other things, must demultiplex

incoming signals and send them to their respective home- or office-based destination

nodes and vice-versa. For smaller scale applications such as SOHO and residential

customers, ATM could be prohibitively expensive and perhaps even provide more

capacity than is necessary in these environments. For these types of deployments, an

Ethernet based system may be more practical.
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2.3 LMDS Strong Points

It is common for new and emerging technologies to have both advantages and

disadvantages over the existing technologies that they often replace; LMDS is no

exception. This section covers the primary advantages of digital LMDS, which are

threefold: speed and flexibility, quick market entry, and cost-effective network

deployment and maintenance.

LMDS networks are typically very fast and flexible. It is typical for an asymmetrical

LMDS system to operate at 1.5 Gbps on the downstream and 200 Mbps on the upstrcam.

Other literature has described a typical commercial LMDS application to provide

downlink throughput in the range of 51.84 - 155.52 Mbps and a 1.544 Mbps (Tl) rerurn

link. LMDS is very flexible in that a system can be configured to provide high-speed data

delively for multimedia applications such as full-motion video over the Internet. The

same network could simultaneously provide digital voice transmission, offering

subscribers the full range of advanced telephony services. In addition, LMDS networks

can support a wide range of other services, including, but not exclusive to delivery of

hundreds of traditional TV and cable programming channels, movies on demand,

interactive video games, tele-medicine, and distance learning.

From a service provider's point of view, LMDS has many advantages as well; one

being its ability to deliver true bandwidth-on-demand. Wirh LMDS, any or all of the

system bandwidth can be made available to all potential customers within the range of a

service hub from the moment it is switched on. This provides for flexible network

deployment from the service provider's point of view. In contrast with conventional

coaxial cable or optical fiber, the last 100 meters must be hard-wired before a new
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cLlstomer can be activated. LMDS is also very attractive to operators because of its

relatively low implementation costs compared with a last-mile fiber or broadband coax

solution. Even if the costs of LMDS and the wired solutions were the same, it would be

practically impossible to trench fiber to the curb at the same pace as wireless. With all of

these advantages taken into account, LMDS is considered a lower-risk solution compared

to other wireline solutions.

LMDS is also a quick-to-market and competitive access solution for a wide variety

of deployment environments, especially those where there is little or no communications

infrastructure, such as in developing countries. For these countries, LMDS systems are a

wireless solution which will leapfrog them into the 21't century. There are also some

countries and regions where wireless is the only solution, since wire-lines are simply not

available. In spite of all of LMDS' positive points, the technology does require time to

mature. As we see in the next section, LMDS technologies do suffer from some

limitations, ranging from environmental to psychological.

2.4 LMDS Weak Points

LMDS, like most other wireless technologies that operate at or above the microwave

band, is limited to line-of-sight (LOS) communications. This means that transmitting and

receiving antennas must be able to see each other in order for communication to be

successful. Moreover, the carrier signals may be easily blocked by foliage and other

obstacles, such as buildings and hilly terrain. Along with these natural and man made

obstacles, system designers and service providers must also deal with seasonal variations

which may adversely affect the performance and quality of service of their LMDS

systems. Although it may be possible to overcome LOS limitations with increased signal
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power, this solution introduces many new challenges of its own, including higher

transmission costs as well as environmental and possible health issues. A more

reasonable and practical solution for ovelcoming these obstacles is to simply avoid them.

This can be achieved by making sure each subscriber has an unobstructed LOS

communication path to and from the base station.

Another drawback of current LMDS technologies is the relatively high cost of

customer premises equipment. The cost is high because 28 G}lz electronics is presently

quite expensive. Burt as advancements are made in millimeter wave technologies, the cost

of customer equipment should come down, making LMDS more attractive to prospective

residenti al customers.

Although digital LMDS is capable of simultaneously supporting thousands of voice

channels, it will not very likely find appìications in cellular telephone and personal

communications services. This is because, at present, mobile access is problem atic at 28

GHz. Current LMDS technologies assume that subscrjber nodes are stationary, but as

technological advances ale made in Gigahertz mobile access, one may expect to see

LMDS compete with cellular telephone and PCS for certain applications.

One of the biggest hurdles for LMDS is not technical, but psychological. This is

because for as long as the radio industry has been around, there have been skeptics who

believe that there will always be an acute shortage of radio spectrum, or that radio is only

good for narrowband services-a paradigm that digital LMDS should help overthrow.

Privacy and secudty are also of great concem to both system operators and

subscribers. This is because these issues are inherently poor with most broadcast based

technologies-especially wireless ones. Although it is theoretically possible for users to
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snoop in on a neighboring user's uplink or downlink signals, it will likely be quite

difficLrlt due to encryption and other such security measurcs.

2.5 Standardization Issues

As broadband wireless access systems evolve, standards will become increasingly

important to their successful deployment and integration into the existing

telecommunications infrastructure. At present however, a univelsally accepted standard

for the technical specification for LMDS does not exist. Due to the lack of any standard,

there are currently only a handful of companies in North America that have deployed trial

LMDS systems based on their own proprietary specifications. Like most other

technologies though, LMDS shor-rld become fully standardtzed as the technology

becomes more understood by the telecommunications industry and widely accepted by

the general public. Until then, companies will continue to design and deploy LMDS

systems which may not necessarily be compatible with each other.

There is one body, however, that is making significant strides in the standardization

efforts for LMDSILMCS. This body is the Dìgital Audio-Video Council (or DAVIC),

whose sole purpose it is to favor the success of emerging digital audio-video applications

and services, by the timely availability of internationally agreed upon technical

specifications of open interfaces and protocols that maximize interoperability across

countries and applications/services.

2.6 Summary

Canadians are currently serviced by two local distribution networks providing a range of

broadcast and telecommunications services to consumer and business clients-local cable
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TV and telephone networks. Advancements in the technologies r-rsed by each industry to

deliver their services coupìed with ongoing changes in the regulatory framework are

making it easier for each industry to provide the other's core services.

Br-rt while these two industries continue to try and provide each other's core

services, a third contender enters the pictr-rre. Called Local Multipoint Distribution

System, this alternative to the traditional cable TV and local telephone networks promises

to deliver more integrated services than either cable and telephone companies. And the

entry of a third technology will surely heat up the competitive environment, which should

provide consumers with more choices in the provision of telecommunications and

broadband distribution services in the home and at the workplace.
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Chapter 3

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

A comprehensive treatment of ATM is beyond the scope of this document. However, in

the interest of continuity and completeness, a basic review of ATM is presented in this

chapter, focusing on some of the issues related to its integration into an LMDS

environment, rather than on its detailed functionality.

3.1 Introduction

ATM has been identified as an underlying technology for many Broadband ISDN

services. ATM's high-speed, flexibility, scalability, and ability to simultaneously camy

voice, video and data traffic over the same network makes it attractive for computer and

multimedia networks [4].

ATM technology is based on the concept of a 53 byte fixed-length cell which

traverses through a network from a source to a destination node via virtual connections

consisting of vinual circuits and virtual paths. The exact path that a cell takes is dictated

by two routing fields in the cell's 5 byte header called virtual circuit and virtual path

identifiers (VCI and VPI, respectively). When a cell enters an ATM switch, its current

VCVVPI fields are used by the switch to determine the outgoing switch port [8]. The

key feature of ATM is its statistical multiplexing capability. This concept is illustrated in

Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 The concept of ATM staristical multiplexing.

Figure 3.1 shows how ATM can accommodate traffic of diffelent types by combining

them into a single outgoing cell stream. Network designers can take advantage of this

statistical multiplexing feature by basically selling more potential throughput than they

actually have the capacity to support. This is called over-booking and is based on the

premise that the likelihood of all the virtual circuits operating at peak capacity at the

same time is exceedingly remote. And even if that were to happen the ensuing short-term

congestion would be handled by buffers.

3.2 Traffic Over ATM

ATM is unique in that it is the only networking technology designed to simultaneously

support the broad scope of telecommunications services on the same network at speeds

ranging from conventional telephony at 64 kbps to individual network connections in the
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gigabit per second range. To help achieve this functionality, the ATM Forum has defined

a set of four basic service categodes: CBR, VBR, UBR, and ABR which respectively

stand for constant, variable, unspecified, and available bit rates. These service categories

are further classified into four traffic classes, A, B, C, and D, which form a one-to-one

mapping to the different ATM adaptation layers. The differences between rhe traffic

types and classes lie in their throughput guarantees (if any), connection mode, delay

tolerances, and other quality of service parameters.

CBR traffic is the simplest service category to describe. lt is basically digital

information, such as uncompressed video and digitized voice, that must be represented by

a continuous stream of bits. This type of traffic requires guaranteed throughput rates and

quality of service levels. Variable bit rate traffic on the other hand, is usually represented

by groups of bits that are charactenzed by a variable rate. Most data applications,

including Intemet traffic, generate VBR traffic, which can generally tolerate some delay

and fluctuating throughput. ABR is quite different from CBR and VBR since it makes

only a best efforl to meet the traffic's bit-rate requircment with the bandwidth that is

curently available on the network. In ABR, the transmitting end-station assumes all

responsibility for the data that cannot get through to the destination node for whatever

reason. From the network's point of view, ABR has an advantage over VBR and CBR in

that it provides feedback to the user, asking it to slow down when congestion occurs.

Like ABR, IIBR makes no delivery promises, but they are different in that LIBR does not

provide feedback about network congestion. All IIBR cells arc accepted into a network,

and delivered if there is some free bandwidth. Otherwise they are discarded. LIBR is the

least reliable service category [4].
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3.3 The B-ISDN Reference Model

Structulally, the B-ISDN ATM reference model is quite differ-ent from the TCP/IP and

OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) reference models in that it uses three, rather than

two, dimensions. The B-ISDN ATM reference model consists of three layers: the

physical, ATM, and ATM adaptation (AAL), plus additional layers for whatever users

want to put on top. The reference model is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 The B-ISDN ATM reference model.

The physical layer's most basic function is to send and receive bits on the transmission

medium. It is also responsible for communicating cells with the ATM layer, which is next

highest in the hierarchy. The function of the ATM layer is to switch these cells to the

appropriate circuit to connect with an end system and its specific application or process.

At this point in the ATM layer, the payload within a cell is generated at, or destined for,

the next layer which is the AAL. The adaptation layer interfaces the higher non-ATM

layer functions and the ATM layer l4l.
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3.4 ATM and LMDS

ATM was originally designed to operate on networks based on optical fiber technologies

(like SONET), which provides a virtually enor-free, practically infinite bandwidth

transmission medium. The LMDS environment is quite the opposite. Operating in a wide

area radio environment, ATM must cope with issues that it was never originally designed

to deal with, such as noisy, complex and unpredictable radio channels with non stationary

chatacteristics. This type of channel is not only very conducive to high error rates, but its

bandwidth is usually many orders of magnitude less than that of optical fiber. So then,

why has ATM been proposed as the transport technology of choice for LMDS? Firstly,

despite their widely different operating environments, ATM and LMDS have quite a lot

in common, like their high-speed, flexibility, scalability and ability to simultaneously

suppofi a wide range of telecommunication services over the same network. Secondly, a

synergetic integration of LMDS into an ATM environment will facilitate the possible

integration of LMDS into the future B-ISDN, which is based on the transfer mode.

3.5 Summary

ATM has been identified as the universal supporting technology for all Broadband-IsDN

services because of its high-speed, flexibility, scalability, and ability to simultaneously

can'y voice, video and data traffic. The extension of broadband services to the wireless

domain is being drjven primarily by the proliferation of multimedia portable computers

and personal digital assistants. Although there are various competing technologies that

may provide these services, wireless ATM has the advantage of offering end-to-end

multimedia capabilities with guaranteed quality of service.
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Several issues have to be resolved in order for wireless ATM be become practical;

one of the most important being the MAC protocol. The next chapter presents a

foundation for media access control theory. An attempt has also been made to classify the

different types of MAC protocols and bandwidth allocation strategies.
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Chapte ,4

Media Access Control Protocols

This chapter introduces the basic classes and types of media access schemes and

protocols, ploviding a foundation for chapter 5 which presents the protocol that was

developed in this thesis.

4.1 Introduction

By definition, a MAC protocol is a set of rules designed to control the access to a shared

medium among multiple users of a network. Fundamental objectives of such protocols

for the wireless domain are high channel throughput, low transmission and access delays,

channel stability, and lelatively low complexity tl11. A MAC protocol should also be

able to cope with the complex and unpredictable radio environment which, more often

than not, gives rise to extraordinarily high error rates. Furtheffnore, an ATM inspired

protocol should be able to satisfyingly handle different ATM services with their very

different, and sometimes contradictory performance and quality of service rcquirements.

Multiple access schemes are usually classified according to the way their bandwidth

is allocated, which can either be static or dynamic, and by the manner in which their

control mechanism is exercised. In general, they are classified into three main categories:

fixed-assignment, random access, and demand assignment [9], [11].
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In fixed-assignment access methods, a fixed allocation of channel resources

(fi-equency, time, or both) is made to each user on a predetermined basis. These

techniqr-res, such as basic FDMA and TDMA, can be inappropriate for LMDS type

networks because of their inefficient use of radio channel spectrum when active users are

idle, or when they have bursty traffic to send. However, fixed FDMA and TDMA may be

suitable for long-term permanent connection fixed allocation connections such as T1

access for medir-rm to large business applications [2].

In random access techniques, users basically access the network by transmitting

packets whenever they have them to send. A consequence of this random access nature is

the inevitable contention among users for access to a channel, which manifests itself in

packet collisions and unacceptably large delays that are typical for the contention

resolution process between users. For this reason, these schemes, such as the ALOHA

and its derivatives, are also inappropriate for the wireless environment.

Users in demand assignment schemes are required to provide explicit or implicit

information regarding their needs for bandwidth, which is assigned on demand by the

network. For example, for users requiring a variable bit rate connection, bandwidth may

be allocated according to burst length. And whenever the user enters an idle period, their

assigned bandwidth is allocated to another user. Unlike fixed-assignment techniques,

demand assignment schemes minimize wasted bandwidth by assigning bandwidth on

demand. And unlike random access schemes, demand assignment protocols avoid

wasted bandwidth due to packet collisions by providing the connections with contention-

free bandwidth during active periods. Because of these features, MAC protocols based on
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demand assignment are more appropriate for the requirements of the LMDS environment

than are fixed or random access schemes Il l].

4.2 Fixed Assignment Techniques

In fixed-assignment access methods, a fixed allocation of channel resources is made to

each user on a predetermined basis. There are three fundamental fixed assignment

techniques: FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA. In general, all three of these techniques do not

make efficient use of channel resources when a ussr is idle, or when it has bursty traffic

to send. However, some of these techniques can be modified in such a manner that they

dynamically allocate bandwidth and sufficiently support users with varying throughput

requirements.

4.2.1 T ime/Frequency Division Muttiple Access

TDMA is based on time division multiplexing (TDM), which a very common technique

used in public telephone networks. In TDM, a digital stream is apportioned among

multiple users by making a deterministic allocation of time intervals, called time-slots, to

each user. These time slots, plus associated overhead bits, are typically organized into

frames. One such format is the Tl carrier, which is commonly used in telephone

networks.

TDMA is built on the TDM transmission format. In fixed-assignment TDMA, the

time domain is divided into a number of time-slots which are assigned to users until such

time that they release them. Each user is allowed to transmit over the entire frequency

range during its assigned time slot(s) only, making collisions theoretically impossible or
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at least practically improbable, especiaìly with the use of guard slots between user time

slots [4].

FDMA is the frequency domain analog of TDMA. In FDMA, the frequency domain,

as opposed to time, is partitioned and assigned to users. Users are allowed to transmit at

any time, but only over their assigned frequency band (which is typically quite narrow).

The likelihood of collisions is kept down by the use of guard bands placed between user

bands. Figure 4.1 shows the time-frequency relationships between TDMA and FDMA

l-r I l-Tl ------ l- N I >I I guard tlme

l-T-l l-t_l -------[-N I >
suard bandr I

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1 comparison of the time and frequency domains for (a) TDMA, (b) FDMA.

4.2.2 Code Division Multiple Access

It is useful to think of TDMA and FDMA as distinct methods for dividing the time and

frequency signal domains, respectively, of the system among multiple users. Their

domain splitting nature creates user channels that are cleanly separated in either the time

or frequency domain. The third access technique, CDMA, allows users to operate over

the entire system bandwidth, all the time. This is made possible by special signal coding,

which produces distinct user codes that keep individual user signals separated in the time-

frequency domain. Unlike TDMA and FDMA, CDMA relaxes the assumption that

colliding packets are destroyed and instead assumes multiple signals add linearly [Il,12].

Figure 4.2 shows the relationship between time, frequency, and codes in GDMA.

bandwidth
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codes

frequency

Figure 4.2Time, frequency, and code relationship for CDMA.

4.3 Random Assignment Techniques

In random assignment access techniques, users are not allocated a fixed amount of

resources. Instead, they basically access the network by simply transmitting packets

whenever they have them to send without any knowledge of the activities of a peer user.

A consequence of this random access nature is inevitable contention among the users for

access to a channel. This sort of contention manifests itself in packet collisions of

simultaneous transmissions. Random assignment techniques are therefore also called

contention-based schemes or simply contention schentes. The next three sections describe

a few basic contention schemes, starting with the simplest and least disciplined of the

group, the ALOHA protocol, and progresses to stricter carrier-sensing schemes [6], [9].

4.3.1ALOHA

This most basic random access protocol was developed in 7971 at the University of

Hawaii. It derives its name from a communications system designed by the university,

approprÌately called ALOHA, which uses ground-based UHF radios to connect
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computers on several of the island campuses with the university's main computer center

on Oahu. The original ALOHA plotocol is often referred to as pure ALOHA to

distinguish it from a number of subsequent improvements that have been made to the

original [2].

The concept behind pLrre ALOHA is quite simple: Users transmit whenever they

have packets ready to send. After sending a packet a Llser waits for a period of time

equivalent to the round trip delay for an acknowledgment from the receiver. If no

acknowledgment is received the packet is assumed to be lost, and in an effort to avoid

repeat collisions, the user retransmits the packet after a randomly selected amount of

time. Since users transmit their packets in an uncoordinated manner, there will inevitably

be collisions between packets whenever transmissions overlap by any amount of time, as

shown in Figure 4.3.

l<- r'---+l

Collision Retransmission Retransmission

Figure 4.3 Collision mechanism in pure ALOHA.

There is a period of time over which a packet transmitted by the pure ALOHA protocol is

vulnerable to a collision. This window is called the vulnerable interval and is defined as

two times the transmission time for a single packet (ZTp).
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4.3.2 Slotted ALOHA

Pure ALOHA's simplicity comes at the expense of efficiency. At best, the maximum

channel r-rtilization that can be achieved by pure ALOHA is about l8 percent-due

mostly in part by its relatively wide vulnerable period of 2Tr. This poor channel

thror-rghput spured ALOHA's first enhancement called slotted ALOHA.In slotted

ALOHA, users follow the same basic rules as in pure ALOHA, except that in the former

the time domain is partitioned into equal length slots, each exactly equal to a packet

transmission time [2]. All users are synchronized to these time slots, so when a user

terminal generates a packet, the packet is held and transmitted in the next time slot. As in

pure ALOHA, packet collisions result in users having to retransmit their packets, but this

time they do so after a randomly selected number of time slots, instead of after a random

amount of time. Figure 4.4 shows how this mechanism operates.

time
Collision Retransmission Retransmission

Figure 4.4 Collision mechanism in slotted ALOHA.

Because ready users must all start packet transmissions at the beginning of a time slot in a

synchronized manner, the vulnerable period of slotted ALOHA is reduced by a factor of

2, to the length of time to transmit a single packet. This narrower vulnerable interval

resuÌts in less collisions and increased channel throughput.

Although better than pure ALOHA, slotted ALOHA's channel throughput is still

quite low at approximately 377o. This means that3l7o of the time slots are carrying

successfully transmitted packets, while the same fraction are empty, leaving 267o of time
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slots in a collision state [1], l2).By no means can this scheme be considered efficient.

This is especially true at higher traffic loads when the number of empty and successful

slots both decrease and the number of collisions increases rapidly. The next logical step

in random access methodologies is to introduce some soft of intelligence whereby users

are aware of the transmitting activities of other users. A popular protocol based on this

principle is treated in the next section.

4.3.3 Carrier-Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)

The high probability of collisions inherent to ALOHA protocols is due primarily to the

fact that users do not take into account what other users are doing at the time they send

packets. In other words, users do not listen-before-they-talk. Another family of protocols,

known as canier sense multiple access (CSMA), attempts to address this shortcoming by

having users listen to the channel before they attempt to send a packet. In this way,

packet collisions should be reduced and channel throughput efficiency increased.

In general, the carier-sense family of protocols works as follows. A user terminal,

upon generating a packet to send, listens to the channel to see if it is idle. If the channel is

sensed idle, the user sends a packet with a certain probability. If it is found to be busy

(i.e. another user is currently transmitting a packet), the user waits for a prespecified

period and then resumes sensing. These carrier-sensing protocols can be implemented in

either continuous time or in slotted channels and come in three basic types: 1-persistent,

non-persistent, and p-persistent. The three protocols differ primarily in the rules that are

followed by a station after sensing the state of the channel to be busy [4].

The simplest listen-before-you-talk protocol is 1-persistent CSMA. In this scheme

each user terminal with data to transmit first listens to the channel to determine whether
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or not other users are transmitting. If the channel is sensed busy, the user terïninal

continuously (or persistently) monitors the channel waiting for it to become free, and then

immediately sends its packet with probability equal to l. After sending a packet, the user

terminal waits for an acknowledgment from the receiver, and if none is received, it waits

a random amount of time and then resumes listening to the channel. Obviously, the idea

here is to avoid packet collisions between users. However there are two situations where

packet collisions can still occur with carrier-sense protocols: the first is due to large

packet transmission delays, and the second is due to a shortcoming in the protocol's

design.

In the first scenario, consider two widely physically separated, ready-to-transmit

stations, A and B, with Station A beginning to transmit. Until Station A's transmission

reaches Station B, Station B will falsely sense an idle channel and begin transmission of

its own packet resulting in a collision. In scenario two, suppose Stations A and B both

sense a busy channel currently occupied by a third station, which we shall call Station C.

Upon completion of Station C's transmission, Stations' A and B simultaneously sense a

free channel and transmit at the same time, again resulting in a collision. Although this

protocol does not completely eliminate collisions, its throughput performance is

appreciably better than that of any of the ALOHA prorocols.

Another type of carrier sensing scheme is non-persistent CSMA. The only

difference between it and l-persistent CSMA is that in the fomer, a user does not

continuously listen to a busy channel. Instead, after sensing a busy channel state the user

waits a randomly selected interval of time befole it resumes sensing. As in 1-persistent

CSMA, the user transmits with probability equal to 1 upon sensing a free channel. The
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randomized waiting times between channel sensings in non-persistent CSMA eliminates

many of the collisions that would result from multiple users transmitting at the same time

upon sensing the transition from a busy to idle channel state.

The third carrier sensing protocol, p-persistent CSMA, is a generalization of l-

persistent CSMA, and applies to slotted channels only. The slot length is typically chosen

to be equal to the maximum propagation delay possible in the system. When a user

terminal has a packet to send, it senses the channel. If the channel is sensed to be idle, the

user transmits its packet with probabllity p and defers action to the next time slot with

probability equal to q - I - p.IT the channel is sensed to be busy, then in the next time

slot the user transmits or defers action with probabilities equal to p and 4, respectively.

This process repeats itself until the entire frame has been transmitted or until the channel

is sensed to be busy. Upon sensing a busy channel, the station senses the channel

continuously and restarts the procedure when it becomes free.

4.4 Demand Assignment

Recall that in fixed assignment techniques, a fixed amount of channel resources are

statically allocated to a user for as long as it was required. In random assignment

methods, users basically send packets at arbitrary times with hopes that their packets do

not collide with those of contending users. In demand assignment access techniques,

users are required to provide explicit or implicit information regarding their need for

bandwidth that is assigned on demand by the network [10], [11], [14].

In demand assignment protocols, channel resources are generally divided into

time slots which are represented by a single or several frames. Each frame is typically

divided into uplink and downlink periods, each of which is fufiher subdivided into a
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number of subperiods. Downlink traffic can be transmitted in a separate frequency

channel, a technique called fi'equency-division duplex (FDD) or it can share the same

frequency channel with uplink traffic in a time-division duplex (TDD) mode. The uplink

period is typically subdivided into request access (RA) and data transmission access (TA)

subperiods. In the RA subperiod, users transmit their RA packets to the base station

requesting network resources. The base station wìll identify successful users and assign

them bandwidth, if available, in the TA subperiod [9]. The downlink is partirioned into

acknowledgment (ACK) and data downstream (DD) subperiods. In the ACK subframe,

the base station notifies the user terminals about their request status. In the DD subperiod,

the base station transmits broadcast downstream data to destined terminals. The length of

the each subframe (which can be fixed or variable) is determined by the protocol

designer. In general, the RA and ACK packets are much smaller than the data packets

transmitted in the TA and DD subframes [9], [11]. They occupy relatively short time

intervals called minislots.

Demand access protocols generally provide better channel utilization than fixed

assignment techniques and random access schemes. However, because of frequent

bandwidth assignment, demand techniques necessadly introduce an overhead due to

channel access delay (waiting time) and control signal exchanges which ultimately

translates into channel inefficiencies.

4.5 Summary

This chapter has provided a background for media access control protocols. We have

seen that a MAC protocol is a set of rules for controlling the access to a shared wireless

communication medium among multiple users. Recall that these users, in the context of
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LMDS, are stationary residential or small business subscdbers within a relatively small

service cell.

The vast majority of media access control protocols that exist today fall under three

very broad categories: fixed assignment, random assignment, and demand assignment.

And in one way or another they are all based on either time-division multiple access,

frequency-division multiple access, code-division multiple access, or a combination of

these methodologies.

Fi xed as si gnment techni ques perrnanentl y reserve one con stan t- capacify

subchannel to each connection for its whole duration, and they perform very well with

constant-bit-rate connections in terms of both quality of service and channel efficiency.

However, their performance decreases quite dramatically when they are asked to support

many infrequent users with variable rate traffic. In such cases random access protocols

perform much better. A typical example of a random access technique is the ALOHA

protocol, which allows users to transmit at will; and whenever a collisions takes place,

the packets involved are retransmitted after some random delay. The ALOHA protocol,

and various other random access techniques, are easy to implement and attain minimum

delays under light loads. But they suffer from unacceptably long delays and instability

under heavy traffic load. This brings us to centrally controlled demand assignment

protocols. These protocols allocate a variable portion of bandwidth for each user which is

adjustable to its needs. Unlike random access techniques, demand assignment protocols

are split into two phases: reservation and transmission. In the reservation phase, users

request the portion of the bandwidth required for their transmission needs, while in the

second phase the actual transmissions take place. Even though demand assignment
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protocols are usually more complex than fixed and random assignment techniqr-res, they

perform qr-rite well under a wider range of conditions. However, they do suffer from both

time and bandwidth overhead inefficiencies as a result of the messages that are sent back

and forth dLrring the reservation phase.

This chapter has also provided a foundation for chapter 5 which presents the MAC

protocol that was developed for this thesis. The protocol is of the centrally controlled

demand access variety with a number of improvements made to facilitate its integration

into a LMDS environment.
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Chapter 5

Dynamic TDMA with Dual Reservation

This chapter presents the access strategy that was developed in this thesis. Following an

introduction and treatment of the protocol's requirements and protocol stack issues, the

protocol's structure and functionality are detailed. Also covered in this chapter are the

assumptions that were made on the system.

5.1 Introduction

The MAC protocol developed for this thesis is a demand assignment TDMA scheme

where users are dynamically allocated time slots, hence the term dynamic TDMA, or D-

TDMA. Unlike most other demand access techniques, this protocol has a second request

access (RA) subframe located at the trailing end of the uplink frame in addition to the

common one found at the head of the frame. The purpose of this trailing RA subframe is

to accommodate, in a priority manner, users whose access was denied during their header

RA subframe registration or whose service request was not acknowledged in time by the

base station. Users involved in one of the two scenarios are permitted to retransmit their

service requests in the trailing RA subframe of the same frame in which they were

originally unsuccessful, before other new users have an opportunity. The inclusion of this

second trailer RA subframe gives rise to the dual reservation (DR) in D-TDMA/DR.
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5.2 Protocol Requirements

Media access control and bandwídth allocation strategies, especially those designed for

use in high-speed wireless multimedia networks, are typically designed to meet some sofi

of quality of service requirements as welì as other performance requirements related to

radio resources-the protocol developed in this thesis is no exception. Following is a list

of requirements that were considered dr-rring the development of D-TDMA/DR, in a

priority order, with the most important requirements listed first [11].

. high throughput,

. low transmission delay,

o ability to simultaneously support data, voice and video traffic,

o packet order preservation,

. support pdority traffic (i.e. control and signaling information versus user data),

. fairness of access,

o insensitivity to capture effects,

r limited complexity of the physical layer, and

o relative simplicity of the algorithm.

Throughput is a very important performance specification of any MAC protocol. In the

case of wireless networks, both the utilization of the allocated spectrum as well as the

absolute throughput should be high, with relatively low MAC overhead. Second most

impoftant is a protocol's delay characteristics as it is expected that many of the services

offered by LMDS type net\ /orks will be of a time-sensitive nature such as real-time

video. Packet order preservation is also a very important requirement, especially if the

plotocol is to support ATM network layer services.
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5.3 Protocol Stack Issues

D-TDMA/DR was intentionally designed independently of any particular network layer

protocol. With this flexibility, the protocol should theoretically be able to operate under

any network layer protocol. This section presents the protocol stack issues related to an

example ATM network operating over a 28 GHz radio physical layer, with both the data

link control and media access control layers being handled by D-TDMA/DR [9].

Recall that ATM was originally designed to operate on networks based on optical

fibers, a virtually error-free, practically infinite bandwidth medium. When opelating over

a wide area wircless link, current ATM technology must cope with error prone radio

channels and relatively limited channel bandwidths. The unpredictable, non-stationary

nature of the radio channel typically gives rise to relatively high error rates due to

channel impairments such as fading and interference. And the limited channel bandwidth

(which is typically many orders of magnitude smaller than that of optical fiber) must be

efficiently allocated and fairly shared among the system's multiple users in order to fully

optimize the wireless environment.

The end-to-end quality of service performance of ATM connections that are

stretched over radio channels are primarily determined by the performance of the wireless

links themselves. Integrating ATM services into a wireless domain necessarily introduces

two major issues for ATM technology development: protocol extensions and protocol

innovations. Protocol extensions typically deal with terminal mobility, which includes

design components such as mobility of terminals, handoff control, location management,

routing and QoS control. Protocol innovations deal with the unreliable shared

transmission medium, which can be further categorized into several design components
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such as high-speed radio physical layer, medium access control, data link control, and

radio resource management. Since LMDS does not support terminal mobility, the design

issues covered by the protocol extensions are irrelevant and therefore not considered

here. Instead, the focus of this access strategy is on some of the key design issues of

protocol innovations; in particular, the MAC and DLC layers.

In order for wireless ATM to be viable, and to reduce the complexity of the

gateway between the wired and wireless domains, it is imperative that networks be

designed in such a way to provide seamless internetworking between the wired and

wireless environments. This means that remote terminals should be fully integrated into

the fixed ATM infrastructure requiring the transmission of ATM cells over the air

intetface in such a way that higher level protocols are not involved. To facilitate this

seamless integration, the functionality of the wireless domain should not involve any

ATM adaptation layer (AAL) and higher layers. In other words, the radio link should be

transparent to higher layer protocols. Figure 5.I shows a series of possible protocol stacks

for the full integration of wireless remote users into a fixed ATM network.
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Figure 5.1. Example protocol stacks for full integration of wireless remote nodes into
fixed ATM network.

The three basic network entities, fixed ATM switch, base station, and subscriber terminal,

all have different protocol stacks [9]. The fixed ATM switch stack is standard issue

ATM, and was covered in chapter 3. The protocol stacks for the base station and remote

terminals both include one new sublayer and two new co-layers.

The wireless data link control sublayer is mainly responsible for artificially

decleasing the radio channel's bit enor rate via error control schemes, automatic repeat

requests, or both. The MAC co-layer is responsible for all media access control

functionality. At the base station, wireless MAC functionality is paired with that of the

wired SONET data link layer.

5.4 System Assumptions

Consider a basic local area wireless network, which is a complex mixture of subsystems

working in concert to ultimately provide networking services to a number of untethered,
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remote users. Now integrate multimedia services into the example network, and expand

its scope to cover a wide area cellular-topology operating over 28 GHz radio, and the

network now becomes a very large complex interconnection of different technologies,

operating over different media, with often times contradictory performance

characteristics. In order to model a system of this magnitude and scope requires that

assumptions first be made. The assumptions made for the protocol developed in this

thesis are presented below.

o 200 MHz of radio spectrum is available for use in the LMDS band, which is

partitioned into two distinct channels: uplink and downlink. The uplink is used by

remote users for sending requests and information packets, according to the

reservation algorithm executed by the base station. The downlink is used by the base

station in a scheduled mode, for sending acknowledgements (ACKs) as well as

downstream information packets.

. The protocol is designed to operate in frequency division duplex (FDD) mode rather

than in time division duplex (TDD). The idea behind FDD is to have two channels per

base station coverage area, one for uplink communications and the other for

downlink. One of the primaly reasons that FDD was chosen for D-TDMA/DR is that

due to the availability of the two separate channels, it is possible to have an almost

immediate feedback from the base station in order to know (at the user side) if a

request was successful or if a collision occuned [11].

. System traffic is assumed to be asymmetrical in favor of the broadcast downlink. In

other words, downlink throughput is many orders of magnitude greater than that for

the uplink.
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o Communications over the uplink channel is dictated by the access strategy developed

in this thesis.

. Traffic over the downlink channel is controlled via a TDM broadcast scheme and is

not considered in detail in this thesis. However, the downstream is modeled in limited

functionality via acknowledgement messages that are sent from the base station to

remote users for both media access control and data link layer functions.

. Only one service cell is considered, consisting of one base station node and a variable

number of remote, stationary user nodes.

The assumptions made in this section help provide a foundation for the understanding of

the protocol which is covered in the remainder of this chapter, stafting with a description

of the protocol's structure.

5.5 Uplink Frame Structure

The time-domain uplink channel is partitioned into frames. Each frame is a divided into a

number of subfi'ames that are each designed with a specific putpose. Figule 5.2 presents

the uplink frame structure as well as data unit structures, followed by a detailed

explanation of the function of each.
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Figure 5.2 shows that the uplink frame is divided into 5 parts. These are the:

l)header request access (RAr,.o¿) subframe,

2)fixed allocation subframe (FAsubframe),

3)shared allocation subframe (SAsubframe),

4) retran smi s si on subframe (ReTXsubframe), and

5)trailer request access (RA,uil) subframe.

5.5.1 Request Access Subframes

The RA¡,"n¿ and RA¡n;1 subframes are designed to allocate time for users to register

themselves to the network and are composed of a fixed number of mini-slots. During the

RAn.o¿ subframe, the base station expects to receive ready-to-send (RTS) mini-packets

from the remote users. During the RAtnil subframe, the base station expects to receive

RTS mini-packets from users whose original RTS was either rejected or timed out.

MLrltiple access in the RA subframes is handled by the ALOHA random access scheme.

5.5.2 Fixed Allocation Subframe

The fixed allocation subframe is designed to support long-term, permanent constant bit

rate type connections. These connections are best suited for users who require guaranteed

bandwidth for such services as PCM voice, T1 and fixed pipe lOBaseT Ethernet

connectivity. Resources are allocated by the base station to users in the FAsubframe (i.e.

FAuser) on a contractual basis, whereby the term and amount of resources allocated are

agreed upon between the user and the service provider ahead of time. The connection is

then setup and the user is charged for the network resources allocated to it for the contract

tetm whether the resources are used or not. This type of service is akin to the permanent
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viftr-ral connection (PVC) concept in ATM where resources are guaranteed for the entire

duration of a long-term connection.

5.5.3 Shared Allocation Subframe

The shared allocation subframe is designed to support shofi-term, variable throughput

connections in a dynamic manner similar to how ATM suppofis switched virtual

connections (SVCs). The base station attempts to allocate resources to users in the

SAsubframe based on the amount of information in their output buffers. Once these

resources have been completely consumed by the SAuser, they are released back into the

resource pool where they can be reassigned to other users at a later time. The protocol

was designed with a provision for extending a user's connection in the case when new

infomation arrives in a user's output buffer after its initial registration.

5.5.4 Retransmission Subframe

The retransmission subframe has been designed to facilitate functionality on the data link

layer (DLL), which exists just beneath the MAC layer. The main task of the DLL is to

deal with transmission errors, in an effort to transform the law transmission facility into a

channel that appears to be free of undetected transmission en'ors to the network layer.

The protocol generally provides services on the DLL via two mechanisms: er¡or detection

and correction, and positive acknowledgement with retransmission (PAR) or automatic

repeat requests (ARQs).

Any packet that is received with at least one bit error is considered to be in error and must

be retransmitted for data selvices. For real-time traffic connections, packets received in

enor are not retransmitted since late data can potentially be worse than bad data. In short,
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the purpose of the retransmission subframe is to accommodate upstream packets that are

letransmitted due to being received at the base station in enor.

5.5.5 SIot ancl Packet Types

As shown in Figure 5.2, each subframe is further subdivided into a number of slots, of

which there are two types. The first type is a mini-slot that is used in the two RA

subframes for SAuser registration purposes. The other type, called regular slots, are

designed for users to transport their upstream data. Regular slots find use in the

FAsubframe, SAsubframe and ReTXsubframe, which are collectively termed service

subframes.

The following two subsections describe in detail the structures of the two packets

that are designed to occupy mini-slots and regular slots. They are respectively known as

RA mini-packets and MAC prorocol Data units (MPDUs).

5.5.5.1 Request Access Mini-Packet

The RA packet consists of 4 fields: 1) D, 2) service type, 3) time slot rate, and 4) a

metric which represents the amount of information queued in the user's output buffer.

These fields are further described in table 5.1.

Field Description

ID This field houses a unique MAC address for a remote user. The

information stored in this address field is inspected by the base

station and used for identification purposes as well as labeling of

resources that are allocated.

Service Type This field specifies type of service parameters for a pending

connection. The different types of service that a SAuser can request
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is either voice (real-time) or data services (non-real-time).

Sustained time slot

rate (STSR)

This pararneter represents the number of time slots per frame

requested by the user. The base station can allocate a minimr_rm of I

time slot per fi'ame to a user (which is the basic bit rate), or up to N

time slots per frame to a user (the latter being a rare scenario where

every available time slot in the SAsubframe is assigned to one user).

The advantage to a user being assigned a higher STSR is that the

rate at which its output buffer clears is directly propoÍional to the

STSR. Cleally, a user whose STSR is 10 will reduce the size of its

output buffer ten times faster than a user whose STSR is 1.

Buffer Occupancy This field represents a metric that measures the amount of

information stored in a user's output buffer. The base station

allocates jr-rst enough resources to accommodate the upstream

transfer of all the information in this buffer. The protocol does

however, make provisions for the case when new information

arrives in a user's outpllt buffer after its initial registration.

Table 5.1 Reqr"rest access mini-packet field descriptions.

5.5.5.2 MAC Protocol Data Unit

One MPDU is designed to fit into one regular slot in the any of the service subframes.

The MPDU consists of the: 1) MAC header, 2) a user payload section, 3) piggyback field,

and 4) data link control fields which are all described in detail in table 5.2.

Field Description

MAC header The MAC header consists of a synchronization field and a MAC_Id

field. The synchronization field has bits designed to establish and

maintain the upstream MPDU's timing with the base station's global

system clock reference. The MAC_Id field houses the address of the
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user from which the MPDU was transmitted.

User Payload This series of bits is reserved for user payload. This payload may be

an ATM cell, a series of ATM cells, or fragmented IP datagrams.

The protocol is not immediately concerned with the format of the

information stored in the payload field. Instead, its primary focus is

on transpofting any information from a user's output buffer to the

base station in as timely and reliable fashion as possible. This

information, after some processing at the far end, is then forwarded

to the network layer protocol where it is filrther processed and sent

to higher layer applications.

Piggyback The piggyback field is designed for messages that notify the base

station more information has arrived in a SAuser's output buffer.

The base station attempts to accommodate this newly arrived

information by extending the user's slot counter parameter.

Data Link Control This field contains eror detection and correction information such

as CRC and Reed-Solomon algorìthms.

Table 5.2 MAC protocol data unit field descriptions.

This section and those before it in this chapter primarily described the framing structure

and packet types of the protocol. This introduction conveniently serves as a foundation

for the description of the protocol's operation or algorithmic functionality, which is the

subject of the remainder of this chapter.

5.6 Downlink Frame Structure

The protocol developed in this thesis focuses primarily on upstream communications

since that is where media access is actually performed. And since the protocol was

designed to operate in a time-division duplex (TDM) mode (meaning that upstream and

downstream communications operate on separate frequency channels), activities on the
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uplink and downlink act independently of one another. Since the thesis focuses on

multiple access (which takes place on the upstream), a detailed description of the

downlink frame is not considered. However, in an effort to complement the detailed

coverage of the uplink frame described in section 5.5, a general description of what

activities take place on the downstream, and a figure representative of what the downlink

frame may resemble is presented in this section.

The downlink of an LMDS network is broadcast in nature and is typically

implemented in some form of time division multiplex (TDM) format. Similar to the

uplink frame, the downlink frame is typically partitioned into a number of subframes for

signaling information and user data. Figure 5.3 illustrates a typical downstream frame

structure for use in LMDS.

l rDM Frame 
l

2 3 N- I N

l<- signoling ->l me Slots

Figure 5.3 Downlink frame structure.

The signaling subframe and TDM time slots are designed to carry control and user

infomation, respectively, downstream to remote users in a broadcast mode. This means

that every signaling or user information packet is transmitted to each and every remote

user, with specific user addresses. Under ideal conditions, each remote user receives

every broadcasted packet and compares the packet's destination address against its own.

If a packet is destined for a particular user, then it is decoded and further processed. If the

address on the packet does not match the user's address, then the packet is discarded.
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5.7 MAC Protocol Functionality

The D-TDMA/DR protocol considered in this thesis is distribr-lted. This means that both

the base station and remote Lrsers are responsible for executing media access control

functionality. The base station is primarily in charge of all communications since it

houses the call admission control algorithm and resource allocation furnctionality and is

responsible fbr maintaining the quality of service for all connections. Shared allocation

and fixed allocation users must also perform their respective MAC duties in order for the

overall system to operate properly. This section presents the functionality of the base

station, shared allocation and fixed allocation MAC algorithms in flowcharl form.

5.7.1 Base Station

The flowchart of Figure 5.4 illustrates the base station's functionality. Following the

flowchart is a detailed description of each block.
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Figure 5.4 Base station MAC functionality flowchart.

BIock Description

1 Base station MAC occupies this state when there exists no active connections,

nor any pending calls. In this state, the base station waits for service requests

from one or more of the shared allocation users.

2 When an RTS packet is received from a SAuser, the base station transitions to

the CAC stage.
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-1 In generaì, a network's CAC scheme is the single most important function as

far as subscliber quality of service is concerned. If the CAC's policy is too lax,

then it may admit calls without the necessary resources, thereby potentially

compromising the qLrality of service of existing connections. If the policy is too

stdct, the netwolk's resources could very well be underutlhzed, thereby

decreasin g network efficiency.

4 In particular to this thesis, the CAC algorithm admits calls based on a

compadson between the number of time slots requested by the user and the

number of time slots available (this functionality is executed by the protocol's

resource manager). If the number of time slots requested is less than or equal to

the number of time slots available, the connection is accepted, otherwise, the

connection is rejected.

5 When a connection is rejected, a message is sent to the requesting user.

6 When a call is accepted, the protocol is responsible for allocating time slots to

the requesting user. The protocol queries a time slot resource manager to

determine which time slots are available, and then assigns them as per the

request, then removes the just allocated time slots from the resource pool.

J,8,

9, 10

A shared allocation user is not allocated time slots for indefinitely long.

Instead, it is assigned as many time slots as are necessary to accommodate all

of the information in the user's output buffer. Each time a MPDU is received

by the base station over the upstream channel from a particular Llser, a time slot

counter is decremented by one for that user until either: 1) the time slot counter

reaches zero, at which time the user's connection is terminated and its time slot

resources are freed up, or 2) the base station rcceives a message from the

already registered user (via a MPDU piggyback) asking to extend its

connection lifetime by increasing its time slot counter in order to accommodate

information that arrived in the users output buffer after its connection was

ori ginally established.

Table 5.3 Description of base station functionality flowchart.
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5.7.2 Shared Allocation Users

The shaled allocation subframe is designed to support users with vanous throughput

needs such as those for Intemet and video-on-demand (VoD) services. To this end, the

MAC protocol assigns resources to shared allocation users in a dynamic fashion based on

their throughput needs at the time of initial legistration. In addition, the network,

provided resources are available, may accommodate a SAuser's changing throughput

needs by extending a user's lease on a connection while the user's connection is still

active. The flowchart of Figure 5.5 illustrates a SAuser's behavior as it pafiicipates in

MAC functionality. The flowchaft is followed by a detailed description of each block.
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Figure 5.5 Shared allocation user MAC functionality flowchart.

Block Description

I A user occupies this state when it is in rest mode, i.e. when it has no information

to send to the base station.

2 This decision block checks if information has arrived in the output buffer.

Depending on whether or not the buffer is empty and the user is registered to the

base station, two different actions may take place. If the output buffer is empty,

the user simply cycles between this block and the idle block until information
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an'ives, at which time the user transitions to block 3.

aJ The user prepares a ready-to-send (RTS) mini-packet containing information

regarding how much information it has to send and quality of service, waits until

the next RA subframe, and then transmits the mini-packet in a randomly chosen

mini-slot according to the ALOHA access technique.

4,5 The user checks to see if its connection request is accepted or rejected. If the

user's request is rejected, it waits for a randomly specified number of frames to

pass by and then retransmits its RTS packet. By this time, new information may

have arrived in the output buffer and the contents of the RTS packet may need to

be updated.

6 If the connection request is accepted, the user obtains its time slot allocation

from the downstream MAC packet and transmits the HOL MPDU from its

output buffer in its assigned time slot.

7,8 The user waits for a positive ACK from the base station. If one is not received in

an amount of time equal to the round-trip delay to the base station and back to

the user, or if a negative ACK is received, then the MPDU is retransmitted in a

randomly chosen regular slot in the ReTX subframe.

9, 10,

11, 12

. If a positive ACK is received from the base station, the user checks if its

output buffer is empty (9). If so, then the user waits for its connection to be

teminated by the base station (12).

o If the output buffer is not empty, the user checks if any new information has

arived in its output buffer (10).

. If not, the HOL MPDU is transmitted in the next assigned slot.

. If so, a piggyback message reflecting this new information is appended to

the HOL MPDU before it is transmitted upstream (11).

Table 5.4 Description of shared allocation functionality flowchart.
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5.7.3 Fixed Allocation Users

Recall that the protocol treats fixed alìocation users quite differently from shared

allocation users. In the case of the former, the MAC protocol does not assign resources in

a dynamic on-the-fly fashion. Instead, in an effoÍ to support long-term guaranteed

throughput services (like Tl and DS-3 circuit emulation), FAusers are allocated a fixed-

pipe of resources via a long term contract. Once the resources for an FAuser are assigned,

they are occupied by that user until the contract expires whether the time slots are being

used or not, which is similal to how CBR traffic is treated in ATM. Figure 5.6 shows the

flowchart for the protocol's fixed allocation MAC functionality.

Figure 5.6 Fixed allocation user MAC functionality flowchart.

Block Description

1 The FAuser occupies this state before it is assigned time slots by the base station.

Receive time slot(s)
assignment from

base station

time slot then
send MPDU
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2 Contract agreed upon between network and customer, and long-term resource

allocation made to cltstomer.

-) User transmits the HOL MPDU fi'om the output b¡-rffer on eveÌy allocated time

slot, in every frame. If the user's oLrtput bufferis empty, an idle packet is sent

upstream.

4 When contract expires, or the customer and network agree to terminate the

connection, the user transitions into back into idle mode.

Table 5.5 Description of fixed allocation functionality flowchart.

5.8 Summary

This chapter has presented the protocol that was developed for this thesis. Following an

introduction to the protocol, its requirements and protocol stack issues, this chapter

described the structure of the protocol as well as a detailed description of the protocol's

functionality. The next logical step is to model the protocol so that it can be simulated

and its behavior characterized. Chapter 6 presents this modeling methodology.
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Chapte ,6

Modeling Methodology

This chapter introduces the modeling and simulation environment used to str-rdy the

petformance of the protocol that was presented in the chapter 5. Optimized Network

Engineering Tool (OPNET) is first covered. OPNET was used to model, simulate, and

study the MAC strategy as well as analyze the performance of the LMDS network on

which the strategy was tested. Following the introduction to OPNET, a description of the

models developed for this thesis is presented.

In an effort to preserve the continuity and flow of the thesis, only a high-level

description of the otherwise very low-level process models are covered in this chapter.

For a more detailed and in depth treatment of the process models, please see Appendix B.

6.1 Introduction to OPNET

OPNET is a comprehensive, object based, hierarchically structured development

environment capable of modeling communication networks and distributed systems. Both

the behavior and perfonnance of a modeled system can be analyzed and studied by

performing discrete event simulations. OPNET incorporates tools for all phases of a

simulation study including model design, simulation, data collection, and data analysis.
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OPNET consists of 8 main tools that focus on different aspects of the modeling task.

These eight tools fall under three major categories:

l. Model Specífication: Network, Node, Process, and Parameter tools.

2. Data Collection and Simulatìon: Probe and Simulation tools.

3. Result Analysis: Analysis and Filter tools.

These three phases are necessarily performed in this order and are usually executed in a

cyclical manner that returns to the model specification stage following each analysis.

Since model parameters are often modified after a simulation run and analysis, the

specification stage is divided into two substages: initial specification and respecification,

with only the latter belonging to the cycle, as shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Simulation project cycle.

The four model specification editors are organized in a hierarchical fashion. Models

developed in the Network Editor rely on models that are specified in the Node Editor; in

tutn, the Node Editor makes use of elements specified in the Process Editor. Models

specified in the Parameter Editor, which are typically tables of values for modulation

schemes, packet structures and antenna patterns, do not have a home in the hierarchy

Re-Specification

Initial Specification Data Collection and
Simulation

Analysis
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although they are typically referenced by Process and Node level models throughout the

course of a simulation. The remainder of this chaptel presents the custom OPNET models

that were developed for this thesis. Higher level network models are covered first,

followed by more specific process models.

6.2 Network Domain

The primary role of the network domain is to define the topology of the communication

network. The entities communicating in the network domain are referred to as nodes,

whose specific capabilities are specified by an instance of a node model. Using the

concept of instances, many nodes may exist in the same network model sharing the same

node model. OPNET does not place any restrictions on the number of node models or the

types of nodes that can be deployed in a communication network.

The basic objects used to br-rild network models are fixed and mobile communication

nodes. Fixed nodes may be arbitrarily assigned locations, but during the course of a

simulation their location may not change. Mobile nodes can be assigned predefined

trajectories that specify their positions as a function of time throughout a simulation run.

6.2.1 Network Model

The network model is quite simple. It consists a base station node, a shared allocation

node (SAblock), a fixed allocation node (FAblock) and a jammer node. The base station

node is the location where the MAC protocol is primarily executed. The FAblock

supports fixed allocation users and the SAblock supports shared allocation users. The

jammel node is responsible for modeling interference in the radio channel. Figure 6.2

shows the network model as defined in OPNET's Network Editor.
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Figure 6.2 Network model.

Figure 6.2 suggests that there is only one SAuser and one FAuser. Although this scenario

is possible, it is certainly not necessadly always true. SAblock and FAblock can support

from zero, one, to multiple users in a co-located manner. The decision to model multiple

users in a single network node was made in an effort to promote modeling scalability in

terms of the number of users that can be run during any one simulation. Another

advantage to this co-located user approach is that SAusers can register with the network

after the simulation begins. Modeling each user as a separate network level node would

prove to be very difficult to scale during simulation as well as prohibitively expensive in

terms of (redundant) modeling resources since each user would require nearly identical

coding.

6.3 Node Domain

The Node Domain provides the environment for modeling the internals of the nodes that

are deployed at the network level. In general, nodes conespond to real world devices
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such as routers, brìdges, wolkstations, terminals, mainfi'ame computers, file servers,

packet switches, satellites, and cellulal radiophones. But for the purposes of this thesis

they ale LMDS entities, namely base stations and remote nodes.

Node models are specified in the Node Editor and are expressed in terms of smaller

building blocl<s called processor modules. Some modules offer capability that is

substantially predefined and can only be configured through a set of built-in parameters.

In the context of this thesis, these built-in modules inch-rde simple packet generators,

radio tt'ansmitters/receivers, and antennas. Other modules, which are referred to as

processors and queues, are highly programmable. Their behavior is dictated exclusively

by process models, which are developed using the Process Editor in the Process Domain.

6.3.1 Base Station Node Model

Figure 6.3 illustrates the internal structure of the base station node model.

conìbjner contro-l_tx st_tx_bs

gLobÀI_cIock

Figure 6.3 Base station node model.

Two of this node model's processor modules are of particular significance to the

operation of the MAC protocol. They are the global_clock and uec modules. The

91oba1-c1ock processor houses the process model that is responsible for distributing

the system clock across the entire network. The significance of this system clock cannot
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be underestimated since without it, proper synchronization between network elements

would be lost resulting in a complete disaster in all communications between the base

station and remote users. The process model contained within the MAC module is

responsible for executing the base station's media access control algorithm as outlined in

Figure 5.3.

6.3.2 Shared Allocation Node Model

The shared allocation node model of Figure 6.4 is similar to the base station node model

in that it also consists of both built-in OPNET modules as well as usel defined processor

moduìes.

Figure 6.4 Shared allocation node model.

The sink processor module is basically responsible for filtering out broadcast

downstrcam packets that are not destined for a particular user. The MAC processor houses

the process models that carry out the shared allocation component of the MAC protocol.

6.3.3 Jammer Node Model

LMDS networks, like most other wireless systems, are susceptible to channel

impairments of many types. In general, wireless networks may suffer from multipath

w
p oilt
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fading, multi-user interference, co-channel interference, wideband- and nanowband-

interference, as well as atmosphedc noise. The end result of most types of interference is

a decreased signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio at the receiver, which translates into an increased

bit eror rate (BER) in the channel.

In order to suppoft radio network studies that involve noise, OPNET provides basic

jamming sources that can be introduced into a model and configured at the network level.

Jammers are specifically designed to interfere with intentional communications by

transmitting garbage packets into the network that are received as noise. These

interference packets figure into the SNR and BER calculations in the manner mentioned

in the previous paragraph. The result of a jammer's interference is an increase in the

receiver BER, which ultimately leads to a degradation of the modeled system's overall

performance.

6.4 Process Domain

Recall from section 6.3 that queue and processor modules of a node model are fully

programmable elements. The tasks that these modules execute are called processes. A

process can in many ways be thought of as similar to a software program executing, since

it includes a set of instructions and maintains state memory. In OPNET, processes are

based on (instances of) process models that are specified in the Process Editor.

Processes in OPNET are designed to respond to interupts, invocations, or both,

which are defined as events that are directed at a process that may require it to take some

action. Interrupts typically correspond to events such as messages arriving, timers

expiring, resources being released, or state changes in other modules.
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OPNET's Process Editor expresses process models in Proto-C, a language

specifically designed to slrppoft the development of protocols and algorithms. Proto-C is

based on state transition diagrams (STDs) or finite state machines (FSMs), a vast library

of high level commands known as kernel procedures, and the general facilities of the C

programming language. A process model's STD defines a set of primary states that the

process can enter, and for each state, the conditions that would cause the process to move

to another state. The conditions needed for a particular change in state to occur and the

associated destination state are called a transition.

Although many customized process models were developed for this thesis, only the

ones directly relevant to the functionality of the MAC protocol are covered in this

section. A detailed treatment of the remaining process models are outside the scope of the

present discussion and can be for:nd in Appendix B.

6.4.1 Base Station MAC Process Model

The base station MAC process shown in Figure 6.5 is responsible for executing and

managing the base station's MAC functionality (recall the flow chart of Figure 5.3).

Figure 6.5 Base station MAC process model (finite state machine).
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The base station MAC process is a three state FSM. The first state is an initialization state

whose code is executed only once at the begínning of the simr-rlation. Immediately

following the initialization state, the MAC process unconditionally transitions to the

IDLE state where it remains until one of two events take place. The first event that

causes a transition from the IDLE state is the reception of a RTS packet from a remote

user. When this event takes place, the RTS-PK_ARRIVAI, condition becomes tlue and

the process transitions to the CAC state. During this transition two functions,

rx-RTSJk ( ) and tdmaCAC ( ) , are executed. They are responsible for receiving the

packet and performing the CAC algorithm, respectively. Depending on the decision made

by the CAC algorithm, the condition CALL_ACCEPTED will either become true or false.

If CALL-ACCEPTED is true, the process immediately transitions back to the rtr-B state

while executing the send-ACK ( ) function. The send_ACK ( ) function prepares the

appropriate message (i.e. your call has been accepted and here are your time slot

assignments) and sends it to the associated user. In the event that the CAC algorithm

rejects the connection request, CALL_ACCEPTED becomes false and the complementary

transition from the CAC state back to the IDLE state is traversed. The second event that

causes a transition from the rDLE state is when an upstream MPDU is received from a

user. When an MPDU is received by the base station MAC, the condition

fNFO-PK-ARRIVAL becomes true and the process transitions from the IDLE state

back to the IDLE state. During this transition the sendPkToSink ( ) function is

executed. This function is responsible for receiving the packet, gathering statistics from

it, and then sending it to its respective packet sink. Notice how there is a transition
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identical to the one just described on the CAC state as well. It is required there so that

Llpstream MPDUs can be processed during CAC operations.

6.4.2 Shared Allocation MAC process Model

Media access control functionality for the shared allocation component of the protocol

was modeled quite differently from the that of the base station. This is because the single

SAblock node in the network model was designed to represent multiple users in an

scalable manner. OPNET facilitates this flexibility by allowing processes in a single

processor module to be aranged in a hierarchical fashion. In this hierarchy, the default

root process of a processor module dynamically spawn any number of child process to

handle additional functionality that wor-rld otherwise clutter the root process. Figure 6.6

shows the root process of the MAC module in the shared allocation node model. It is

basically designed as a dispatch process that spawns a child process for each user that is

ready to participate in MAC activities.

-) - / (5Îi¡.T_USER),/jrvokeSåusers o

)

(TEF¡IIlrRTE_00NHEcTrrlH ) /te ErjnåLe c on ( )

Figure 6.6 Shared allocation root process model.
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The child process that is spawned by the root process is presented in Figule 6.7. This

second generation process model is where all of the media access control functionality is

actually canied or-rt. And for additional convenience, this MAC process model in turn

spawns another process model (now third generation) which is responsible for

transmitting the upstream MPDUs.
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In an effort to preserve continuity of this thesis, a detailed description of each state and

transition of the process model of Figure 6.'7 has been omitted. And as with many other

process models that are not covered in this chapter, a detailed treatment of this process

can be found in Appendix B.

6.5 Summary

This chapter has presented the modeling methodology for this thesis. Following an

introduction to the simurlation tool OPNET, its environment and editing tools, a thorough

coverage of the models developed for this thesis was presented. The models were

introduced in a logical hierarchical manner with the high-level network model presented

first, followed by the shared allocation, fixed allocation and jammer node models and

finally the process models. Chapter 7 covers the next two logical stages of the project

design cycle: simulation and analysis.
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Fy
Chapter I

Simulation Design and Results

Chapter 6 discussed how the network, node, and process models were defined in the

OPNET modeling environment. The purpose of developing these models was to be able

to exercise them in a dynamic simulation environment in order to verify the modeled

system's proper operation, and to ultimately study its performance and behavior. In this

chapter, the steps that follow the model specification stage necessary to actually run

simulations and collect information from them are presented. Also covered in this chapter

are the simulation studies that were conducted on the modeled system and their results.

7.1 Selecting Data for Collection

In most simulations, a very large number of system variables and metrics are available

for collection and analysis. Each node-level module is potentially a source of a significant

number of built-in and user-defined statistics. In general however, only a small subset of

all available data is of interest in a particular simulation study. Moreover, collecting all

possible information can be excessive in terms of storage space and can adversely impact

simulation speed. For these reasons, each source of output data is disabled by default.
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OPNET provides a convenient mechanism for selectively specifying what

infomation is to be collected during a simulation. This mechanism is a special object

called a probe that is specified in the Probe Editor. Probe objects are not part of a model

and do not affect the behavior of a model durìng simulation in any way. Instead, they

play the role of a passive data collection device which is transpalently attached to an

object in a module that is capable of generating information. The following section

describes the statistics that were collected for the purposes of analyzing the access

strategy.

The pelformance of D-TDMA/DR was prìmarily measured in tems of throughput,

upstream delay and loss probability. High throughput is important because without it the

protocol would not be able to suppoft services such as T1, DS-3 and lOBaseT. Delay is

also important since large delays and variance in delay could potentially have severe

negative impacts on real-time services. Another performance parameter that was

monitored closely was loss probability. Loss probability is defined as the ratio of the

number of dropped MPDUs over the total number of MPDUs transmitted.

7.2 Environment Parameters

The performance of the modeled system and indeed the simulations themselves are

controlled by a number of design and simulation parameters, respectively. Simulation

parameters, such as simulation duration and random seed, do not affect the model's

behavior, but rather how a simulation will take place. 
'Whereas 

design parameters, such as

frame length and number of FAusers, are pre-simulation user definable model attributes

that directly affect a model's operation. Depending on how design parameters are coded,

they may also change values during a simulation.
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7.2.1 Simulation Parameters

Only a subset of OPNET's available simulation parameters were useful for the simulation

studies considered in this thesis. One of the most important parameters is simulation

duration, which is simply the duration that the simulation is set to run for, measured in

simulation seconds.

7 .2.2 Design Parameters

Design parameters have a direct affect on a model's operation. They are model attributes

that are promoted from their native model up through the modeling hierarchy to the

simulation tool interface. From the simulation tool, they can be easily modified either

before or during the course of a simulation. Table 7.1 presents the design parameters that

were employed for this simulation study.

Parameter Description Units

numberOfFAslots The number of fixed allocation slots that are to be

allocated before the simulation starts. Note: I or

more slots can equal the usage for one user, based

on the user's throughput requirement. Lower bound

is 0 and the upper bound is dependent on the total

number of slots available which is a function of the

frame and various subframe durations.

nla

numberOfSAusers The number of shared allocation users that are to be

allocated at different times throughout the

simulation. Lower bound is 0 and there is no upper

bound. When this parameter is set to -1, a random

number of SAusers is selected at simulation time.

nla

numberOfSlotsPerUser The number of slots that each SAuser requests.

Lower bound is l. Upper bound is dependent on the

nla
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total number of slots availabìe which is a function

of the frame and various subframe durations. When

this parameter is set to -1, a random number of

slots is selected for each user.

slotCounter In an effort to simplify the implementation of a

complicated buffering scheme and complex traffic

modeling (which is beyond the scope of this thesis),

a slotCoutzter parameter was introdr:ced. This

parameter is set by a SAuser while it is preparing

its RTS packet and represents the total number of

time slots per uplink frame that it is requesting

from the network. This parameter (in conjunction

with the numberOfSlotsPerUser parameter)

basically represents the life time of a SAuser's

connection.

nla

SAuserSpacing The fixed time interval between each SAuser's

initial connection request. When set to -1, a

random interval is selected-

seconds

frameDuration The duration of the uplink frame. seconds

RAheadS ubframeDulati on The duration of the request access subframe. seconds

ReTXsubframeDuration The duration of the retransmission subframe. seconds

regularSlotPeriod The duration of one regular slot. seconds

MPDUsize The size of the upstream MPDU. bits

Table 7.1 Design parameters.

7.3 Simulation Assumptions

There are a number of design parameters in table 7.1 whose initial value have to set in

order to successfully run a simulation. Most significant of these parameters are those

related to the frame structure; in particular, frameDuration, RAheadSubframeDuration,
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ReTXsubframeDuration, regularSlotPeriod and MPDU size. Table 7.2 presents the

default values of these design parameters along with the justification supporting their

selection.

Table 7.2 Default values for design parameters.

It is important to remember that the values of all of the design parameters in Table J .L are

configurable both priol to, or during a simulation run. But for the purposes of this thesis

however, all simulation runs used the default values of Table 1 .2. The other design

parameters in Table 7.1 were configured prior to simulation time in an effort to tailor a

particular simulation for specific results.

7.4 Theoretical Throughput Calculations

Based on the default settings for the design parameters presented in the previous section,

it is a simple exercise to determine the theoretical throughputs that the protocol can

suppofi.

Design Parameter Default Value Justification
frameDuration 0.001 s This frame period is common with

many commercial wireless TDMA
systems.

RAh eadS ubframeD urati on 0.0001 s Arbitrarily chosen to be 10Vo of the
frame period.

ReTXSubframeDuration 0.0001 s Arbitrarily chosen to be 707o of the
frame pedod.

regularSlotPeriod 0.00000625 s

(6.25 prs)

This regular slot period is also
common with many commercial
TDMA systems.

MPDUsize 624bits This value is directly a function of the
bit rate of the radio transceivers. This
is the maximum number of bits that
can be transmitted in the regular slot
period without interfering with an
adiacent slot.
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Suppose a user is allocated one time slot. Then for every I ms that elapses, the user

has a window of oppot-tunity 6.25 ¡s wide to transmit information upstream to the base

station. The protocol has been designed so that the smallest unit of information that the

user sends is a single MPDU that is 624 bits long. In a period of one second, assuming

that the user sends an MPDU in each frame, the user sends 624 (bits/slot) * 1000

(slots/second) which equals 624000 bits/second , or 0.624 Mbps. Since the 624 bit MPDU

is composed of both a user payload as well as MAC overhead, this 0.624 Mbps bit rate

can be considered a raw thror-rghput. The bit rate that can be realized by a user is actually

less than 0.624 Mbps/slot and is a function of the ratio of MAC overhead size to rhe total

size of the MPDU. Tabulated below in table 7 .3 are the various bit rates, both raw and

user, that the protocol should theoretically support based on the number of slots allocated.

Number Of Slots
Allocated

Raw Throughput (Mbps) User Throughput' (Mbps)

I 0.624 (basic rate)' .5148
2 1.248 1.029
aJ 1.872 r.544
4 2.496 2.059

20 12.48 10.30
85 53.04 43.76

Table 7.3 Theoretical throughput calculations.

Although the protocol shall support all of the bit rates in table 7 .3 (as well as any other bit

rate that is an integer multiple of the basic rate), only a few industry common throughputs

were considered for the simulation study. In particular, the rates of Table 7.4.

2Theualuesinthiscolumnwerecalculated 
withalT.IEIMACoverhead. lOVoand.5Loof thisoverhead

can be accounted for by the RAn""¿ and RA,o¡¡ subframes, and the balance on the guard times used between
regular slots.

3 This basic rate is calculated for I channel with a bandwidth of 200 MHz. For a typical LMDS
deployment, multiple channels (say 5) would be implemented, yietding a total bandwidth of approximately
I GHz with a subsequent 5 fold increase in total upstream throughput.
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SIots Potential Service Supported Customer Anplication
I .5148 Mbps can suppoft up to eight 64 kbps

DS0 telephone lines.
small office home office,
residential intemet
connectivity

-1 1.544 Mbps can support full Tl services.
Guaranteed when allocated to a FA
connection.

small to medium sized
businesses, ISPs

20 10.296 Mbps can support full l0BaseT
Ethernet services.

medium to large sized
businesses

85 43.158 Mbps can support DS-3 customers. ISPs, backbone link

Table7.4 Industry common bit rates and applications.

7.5 Collected Simulation Statistics

Section 7.2 presented simulation and design parameters. From the perspective of the

simulation environment, these parameters are inputs. As well as being a sink of

parameters, the simulation environment is also source of statistics. This section details

these statistics, as they were extracted from the simulations. Table 7.5 presents the

statistics, the node that generated them, and their units.

Statistic Node Description Units

packetThroughput BS The average number of packets received

per unit time.

pk/s

bitThroughput BS The average number of bits received per

unit time.

bitsis

receivedSNR BS The average signal-to-noise ratio at the

base station receiver channel.

dB

receivePowerlevel BS The average power level of the signal

received at the base station.

w

bitErrorRate BS The average bit error rate measured at the nla
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base station receiver.

numberOfBlocked

Calls

BS A curmulative counter representing the

number of SAuser call requests that were

rejected due to insufficient resollrces

throughout the course of a simulation.

nla

blockedCallProbab

ility

BS The ratio of the number of blocked calls to

the total number of call request attempts

throughout the course of a simulation.

nla

channelLossProba

bility

BS The ratio of dropped MPDUs over the total

number of MPDUs transmitted.

nla

protocolLossProba

bility

BS The ratio of MPDUs discarded by the

protocol over the total number of MPDUs

transmitted.

nla

upstreamDelay BS A delay defined as the amount of time

elapsed from when a MPDU is inserted in

a user's output buffer until when it is

received at the base station.

seconds

numberOfRegister

edUsers

BS The number of SAusers currently

registered to the network. An SAuser is

considered registered if it is currently

allocated time slots by the base station.

This statistic is incremented each time a

user is admitted to the network, and is

decremented when a user's connection is

terminated.

SA

USCTS

timeSlotsAllocated BS An integer counter that replesents the total

number of time slots that are allocated to

all SA users at any particular simulation

time.

time
slots

outputBuffelOccu
pancy

SAuser A real-time integer counter that represents

the number of packets in a SAuser's output

packets
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buffer.

slotCounter BS A counter that lepresents how many time

slots a particular SAuser is allocated. In

general, this statistic should linearly

decrease as a function of time since it

decrements by I for a particular user each

time one of its upstream packets is received

at the base station. However, this statistic

can also increase when a user's connection

extension request is accepted by the base

station.

nla

Table 7.5 Simulation outpllt statistics.

Although all of these statistics are available after each simulation run, only the ones

relevant to representing a particular result are included in the result sections.

7.6 Simulation Studies

A number of simulations were run, each of which can be categorized into one of three

simulation studies: 1) basic protocol functionalities and features, 2) protocol performance

in an ideal environment, and 3) protocol performance in an increasingly noisy

environment. The first simulation study covered cases that verified the proper operation

of features/functionalities such as the CAC algorithm, the resource management scheme,

scheduler and the piggyback mechanism. The second simulation study charactenzed the

performance of the protocol under ideal noise-free conditions. This study primarily

focussed on bit throughput performance; in particular, how well the protocol supports the

industry common bit rates of Table 7 .4.The third simulation study investigated the

performance of the protocol under conditions where noise was introduced into the
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wireless channel. Of particular interest to this third study was the behavior of the

protocol's retransmission mechanism in an environment with increasing bit enor rates.

7.6.1 Simulation Study L: Basic FunctionalityÆeature Verification

In this study, three of the protocol's main features and basic functionalities were verified.

They are the CAC algorithm, resoul'ce manager, and piggyback mechanism.

Simulation Case 1: Call Admission Control Algorithm

This test case verifies the proper operation of the CAC algorithm. The CAC algorithm

was designed to compare the number of slots requested by an SAuser to the total number

of time slots available. If the number of slots requested by the user is less than the

number of slots available at the base station, the service request is accepted, otherwise,

the call is lejected. Two simulation statistics, numberoJBlockedCalls and,

nttmberOfRegisteredUsers, were studied for this test case run, as the latter was linearly

ramped up from 0 to 300.

Results

Figure 7.1 shows the results from the simulation.

l"' 4

Figure 7.1 CAC algorithm verification using numberOfRegisteredUsers and
numberOfBlockedCalls statistics.
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Figure 7.1 shows that the maximum number of users, 136, is reached at simr-llation time

0.136 seconds (indicating that there was a 0.001 second interval between each new user

requesting service from the network). After this time, each new call request is rejected, as

indicated by the ramping up of the number of blocked calls statistic to 164 users at 0.38

seconds. These results ale in conformance with the algorithm's design.

Simulation Case 2: Resource Allocation and Deallocation Verification

Whenever a user is admitted to the network, it is allocated a cerlain number of time slots

by the base station. The entity responsible for the allocation, accounting and deallocation

of these time slots is the time slot resource manager. This test scenario verifies that the

protocol can dynamically allocate and deallocate time slots for SAusers as designed. The

timeSlotsAllocated statistic was monitored for this case.

Results

Figure 7.2 shows the value of tinteSlotsAllocated throughout the course of a 1.5 second

simulation run.

50

50

40

30

20

10

o
0,5 0. 75 7-?5

Figure 7.2 Number of time slots allocated\deallocated versus simulation time.
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This experiment was designed to setup l0 SAr,rsers, each with 5 slots assigned to it, for a

total of 50 time slots allocated. The first user was setup to start at 0.05 seconds, and the

following users to staft at 0.05 second intervals thereafter. As expected, and as the figure

shows, the first user (userl) is allocated 5 time slots at simulation time 0.05. This is

represented on the figure by the la (a for allocated) next to the horizontal trace segment

stafting at (0.05,5). The number of slots allocated increased to 10 once user2 had been

admitted to the network and assigned 5 time slots of its own at simulation time 0.10, and

so on for users 3 through 10. After userl's slotCounter decremented to zero, its

connection was terminated and the resources freed up for future use. This can be seen in

Figure 7.2by the ld (d for deallocated). Once all of the users' connections were

terminated by the network, the time slot resource pool should theoretically be restored to

its original state, which is with 0 time slots allocated. This event happened at simulation

time 1.1 seconds. One of the most important results to draw from this simulation is that a

user's resources are deallocated at the base station when its connection is terminated,

thereby freeing the time slots for future use.

Simulation Case 3: Piggyback Mechanism

Recall that when a user is admitted to the network, it is allocated with just enough time

slots to clear all of the MPDUs in its output buffer. In the event that any new information

arrives in the Ltser's output buffer, the protocol makes a provision for extending the uset''s

connection lifetime. This is facilitated by a piggyback mechanism which operates as

follows. Each upstream MPDU that is transmitted by a user has a piggyback field which

stores two pieces of information. The first message notifies the base station whether or

not a connection extension is required by the user. If the base station reads the first
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message as negative, then the second field is ignored. But if the base station reads it as

positive (meaning that the user requires an extension), then the second field stores

information representing how many time slots at'e required in order to accommodate all

of the new information in the output buffer'

For the purposes of this simulation case, one user is setup to participate in MAC

activities. It registers to the network with 2000 MPDUs to transmit upstfeam' With one

time slot per frame allocated to it (and recall that the frame period is equal to 0'001

second), the user's connection would normally terminate at 2 seconds. But at the 1'5

second mark, 500 packets worth of infoÏmation arrives in the user's output buffer,

triggering the piggyback mechanism. If the piggyback is working properly, the user's slot

counter at the base station should be extended to accommodate these new packets'

Results

Figures 7.3 displays the results from this simulation' One simulation statistic was

monitored for the purposes of verifying the protocol's piggyback mechanism' This

statistic, slotCotuúer, which is the subject of Figure J .3, is a measure of the number of

time slots remaining for the user before its connection is terminated'

slotcoñter (xl00O)

?
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0. 75
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Figure 7.3 slotcounter statistic that displays piggyback mechanism.
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Figure 7.3 shows that slotCoLmter starts of at 2000 shortly after the simulation stalts, and

linearly decreases until simulation time 1.5 seconds at which time 500 packets arrive in

the user's output buffer. Immediately following the an"ival of these additional packets, the

piggyback mechanism is exercised between the user and the base station lesulting in

slotCoutúer being increased to 1000. From this point onwards, the slotCounter statistic

continues to linearly decrease until it reaches 0 after which time the user's connection is

terminated and its resources deallocated.

7.6.2 Simulation Study 2: Protocol Performance in a Noise-Free Environment

This simulation study presents the performance results of the protocol as it operates under

ideal noise-free conditions. In particular, this study focuses on raw throughput, delay and

loss probability. The protocol was simulated under a number of conditions with varying

user throughput requirements and bit rates, all in an environment where there were no bit

enol's.

Simulation Case 1: Throughput for Various User Traffic Loads

In this test case, the protocol was simulated to see how it would support the theoretical

throughputs as presented in section 7.4. Four different rates were simulated and their

results compared against theoretical calculations. These rates are 8 DSOs, I T1, and 1

l0BaseT connection.

Results

Figure 7.4 shows how the simulated raw bit rate for an SAuser allocated 1 time slot

converges to the theoretically calculated value of 0.624 Mbps as simulation time
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increases. The simr-rlated and theoretical traces do not resemble each other near the

beginning of the simulation since the simulated curve is calculated as an average bit

throughput, whereas the latter is a mathematically calculated constant.

Figure 7.4 Raw throughput for I slot (8 DSOs) compared with theoretical throughput.

Figure 7.5 shows a similar graph for the 3 time slot case. Recall that 3 time slots allocated

to a user will provide support for 1 full Tl.

Figure 7.5 Raw throughput for 3 slots compared with theoretical throughput.

Again, notice how the simulated curve converges to the calculated bit rate of 1.812 Mbps.

Note also how the simulated curve is not smooth near the beginning of the simulation as

in the case for the 1 slot assignment (see Figure 7.4). This is because each frame is
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carrying 3 upstream MPDUs (in consecutive time slots) as is shown in Figure 7.6 below,

which is a magnified and discretized portion of the simulated trace of FigLu'e 7.5.

Figure 7.6 Magnified and discretized portion of simulated trace of Figure 7.5.

Each point in Figure 7.6 represents one MPDU that is received at the base station

receiver. Each vertical glouping of three points represents the SAsubframe activity in 1

frame period. Although the group of three points in each frame appear to be perfectly

vertically oriented, they are not. They are actually spaced out horizontally along the time

axis by 6.25 ps (one regular slot duration).

Figures 7.7 a), b) and c) show similar results for an SAuser that transmits over 20

consecutive time slots.
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Figure 7.7 a) Raw throughput for 20 slots (10BaseT) compared with theoretical
throughput (dashed line). b), c) magnified views showing detailed makeup of trace.

7.6.3 Simulation Study 3: Protocol Performance in a Noisy Environment

This study presents the findings of the protocol's behavior as it was simulated in a more

realistic environment in which the radio channel introduces bit errors into the uplink

traffic stream. The noise was generated by a jammer node located in the network model.

The effect of the jammer was to introduce bit errors on the upstream MPDUs, thus

requiring that the protocol retransmit them, if necessary. For the series of simulation

cases considered for this study, the amount of noise (which is proporlional to BER) was

controlled by varying the transmission power of the jammer. The jammer transmission

power was used as an input parameter to the simulations. This input parameter was the

only parameter to change (discretely increase) during the course of a multi-simulation set,

r.r2
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thr-rs ploviding an environment where the protocol was subjected to increasingly higher

bit error rates. Figure 7.8 shows how channel bit emor rate is related to jammer output

power.

EER {:{0. rl0D1)

7

6

4

?

1

D

40 50 5û
jåru¡l¿¡r outpuì: porÊr tl¡¡)

Figure 7.8 Channel BER as a function of jammer output power.

Simulation Case 1: Loss Probability Versus Bit Error Rate

This scenario investigates the loss probability of both the wireless channel as well as the

protocol itself. The loss probability of the channel is defined as the number of MPDUs

received in enor over the total number of MPDUs transmitted. This probability is

represented by the simulation statistic channelLossProbability. This statistic was

designed to help characteize the behavior of the wireless channel without any regard for

how the protocol handles the conupted packets. The second statistic, protocol loss

probability, is defined as the ratio of the number of MPDUs discarded by the protocol

over the total number of MPDUs transmitted. This statistic was designed to characteize

the behavior of the protocol's retransmission mechanism since it takes into account the
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retransmission of MPDUs that were received with unconectable errors. This loss

probability is represented in the simulation by the protocolLossProbability statistic.

For this case, a series of simr,rlations were rurn with I SAuser transmitting upstream

with one time slot per frame as the transmission power of the jammer was incremented

from 0 Watts to 50 Watts in 3 Watt steps, yielding a 14 run simulation set. As the

jammer's transmitter power increased fi'om simulation to simulation so too did the bit

error rate of the wireless channel, in the manner as per Figure 7.8. The objective of this

simulation case was to characterize how the protocol handled increasingly higher bit en'or

rates, which ultimately manifests themselves in an increased number of packet

retransmissions. Also plesented in this section is a comparison of the channel loss

probability and protocol loss probability, which shows how the protocol artificially

decreased the channel loss probability via its retransmission mechanism.

The protocol's retransmission strategy was designed so that each upstream MPDU that

was received with uncomectable errors is retransmitted in the same uplink frame (frame

N) in some random time slot in the uplink frame structure's ReTX subframe (see Figr"rre

5.1). In the situation where the retransmitted MPDU is also leceived with uncomectable

errors, it is again retransmitted in its regular time slot in the SAsubframe of frame N+l

and if needed, again in a randomly assigned time slot in the ReTX subframe of the same

frame (N+1). Each time a single MPDU is retransmitted, a counter is incremented by J.

When this counter reaches a specified threshold, the MPDU is discarded and the next

MPDU in the user's output buffer is extracted and prepared for transmission in the user's

next regularly assigned time slot in the SAsubframe. As the next packet is extracted from

the queue, the counter is reset and the process repeats.
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This retransmit counter feature was designed into the protocol to prevent any single

MPDU from accumulating excessive delays from a series of multiple retransmissions due

to an extremely high bit error rate environment, or during a relatively long fade that lasts

on the order of tens of frame periods. Although the counter is configurable as a

simulation parameter which can be modified thror-rghout simulation sets, it has been

defaulted to the value of 3 for the simulations in this stLrdy. This means that any single

MPDU will be retransmitted a maximum of 3 times before its accumulated delav is

considered too long to be useful (especially for real-time traffic). This mechanism

basically establishes a ceiling on the delay for upstream traffic on the order of 3 frame

periods, at the expense of cell loss. For non-real time data applications, like file transfer,

where delay is not as impoftant as data integrity and completeness, the retransmit counter

does not exist. Meaning that a single packet may (theoretically) be retransmitted

indefinitely, at the expense of large delays.

Figure 7.9 shows statistics charuzelLossProbcùility and protocolLossProbability

plotted versus time as the jammer transmission power was increased for a set of

simulation runs.
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Figure 7.9 a-i Channel loss probability and protocol loss probability plotted versus
simulation time for increasing bit error rates.
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Figure 7.9a) shows that both chcuutelLossProbcLbility and,protocolLossProbcbility are

zero for the duration of the simulation. This is expected since the output power of the

jammer was 0 Watts which translates into a zero BER (refer to Figure 7.8) . FigureT.gb)

shows that channelLossProbc¿bility is non-zero while protocolLossProbabiliry is still zero

when the jammer introduces a BER of 9.783x10-8 in the wireless channel. The non-zero

behavior of the channelLossProbabilify is expected since every MPDU that is received

by the base station with at least one uncorrectable bit error is factored into the calculation

of this statistic. Figure 7.9b) shows that the loss probability for the channel is on the order

of 10 5 which means that one in every one hundred thousand or so MPDUs that is

transmitted upstleam is corrupted. For this bit eror rate case, each of the corrupted

MPDUs is handled by the protocol's retransmission mechanism, which is indicated in

Figure 1.9b)by the zero protocolLossProbabillry. It should be mentioned here that the

channelLossProbabili4r statistic factors retransmitted packets into its formula, giving it a

somewhat inflated value. This explains how it can be greater than the actual bit error rate

of the channel in Figure 7.9b.

As the bit error rate increases throughout the simulation set (Figure s 7 .9c through

7 .9j) the loss probability of the channel increases proportionally, while protocolLoss-

Probability is controlled by the protocol's retransmission mechanism and increases by

much less. Figures 7.10) and7.I1) summarizethe findings of Figures 7.9a) through

Figure 7.9j.
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Figure 7.10 Channel loss probability versus bit enor rate.

Figure 7.10 shows that the average channel loss probability per simulation is directly

proporlional to the bit error rate. Plotted throughout the course of the entire simulation

set, this graph basically shows that channel loss probability increases linearly as the BER

increases in the wireless channel. This linear relationship is expected since each packet

that is received with unconectable bit emors is accounted for in this probability

calculation.

Recall that the protocol's retransmission mechanism was designed to resend

MPDUs that were originally received at the base station with uncorrectable bit errors.

And when the BER becomes great enough to cause a single MPDU to be retransmitted

more than three times, the MPDU was discarded due to excessive delay and the next

MPDU was readied for upstream transmission. Therefore, the protocolLossProbability

statistic should be zero during the simulations when the BER is small enough such that

the protocol's retransmission mechanism can handle the corrupted packets. But for

simulations when the BER is greater than the point at which MPDUs had to be discarded

by the protocol, protocolLossProbabillry should be non-zero and increase as the BER

increases. This behavior is confirmed in Figure 7.1 1.
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Figure 7.11 Protocol loss probability versus bit eror rate.

Based on the protocol loss probabilities of Figures 7.9a) throu gh 7 .9j) and the discussion

presented in the previous paragraph, it would stand to reason for the curve of Figure 7.1 I

to be approximated by a 2 segment piece-wise linear function with the 2 segments

separated by a BER break point at which point the protocol begins to discard MPDUs. In

the first segment, the protocol loss probability would be zero for all bit en'or rates since

the protocol would retransmit all packets that were received in error. The second segment

would represent the case after which the protocol starts to discard MPDUs. This segment

should have a positive slope after the break point representing the linear relationship

between the increasing BER and the number of packets discarded. Therefore, the

characteristic shape of protocol loss probability versus BER should resemble that of

Figure7.I2.
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Figure 7.L2 Approximate model of protocol loss probability versus BER.

Figure 7.13 helps illustrate why the curve of Figure 7.1 I displays more of a gradually

increasing relationship instead of the 2-segment piecewise linear function of Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.1,3 Discrete representation of protocol loss probability versus BER.

Notice how the points (each representing the average protocol loss probability for 1 entire

simulation in the set of 14 runs) are not uniformly spaced on the BER axis. In fact, only 6

of the 14 individual points are clearly visible. The other 8 points are spaced very close

together near the origin of the graph. This is due to the relationship between jammer

output power and bit error rate. Figure 7.9 shows that there is a gradually increasing
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relationship between jammer output power and BER. By comparing Figure I .9 to Figr,rre

7 .I4, we can see that for the simr,rlations where the jammer output power was

incremented from 0 Watts to less than 30 Watts, the BER introduced into the system was

zero, or negligible. Subsequently, the protocol loss probability (as seen in Figure 7.14)

was extremely smaìÌ, if not eqr,ral to zero. As the jammer outplrt power increased from 30

Watts to 60 Watts in Figure J .9, the BER increased non-linearly resulting in increasing

protocol loss probability in Figure 1 .l4.In shofi, protocol loss probability versus BER of

Figure 7.12 would more closely resemble the approximate model of Figule 7.13 if it were

plotted on a log-scaled BER axis.

7.7 Summary

This chapter first presented the simulation design for both the protocol and LMDS

environment. The simulation design covered such issues as the definition of simulation

and design parameters, and the statistics that were collected from the simulations. The

balance of the chapter covered the simulations and their results. The three simulation

studies were defined, followed by the simulation test cases and their results.

Some of the simulation cases vedfied the basic functionality and features of the

protocol. Others provided a detailed coverage of the protocol's performance as measured

in terms of data throughput and loss plobability. This chapter concluded by presenting the

behavior of the protocol in an LMDS environment with an increasingly noisy radio

channel. This last simulation study illustrated the effectiveness of the protocol's

retransmissi on mechanism.
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Chapter &

Conclusions

8.1 Introduction

The dominant trend in telecommunications in recent years has been towards wireless and

mobile communications. This trend has spurred enormous research interests in merging

protocols like ATM, Ethernet and TCP/IP with broadband wireless networks for

supporling multimedia applications. Equally important as the merging of these protocols

with broadband wireless access networks like LMDS is the development and study of

media access control protocols for the shared wireless medium separating the netwolk

from the customers.

Most wireless systems have limited channel bandwidth resources. Therefore, it is

very important that this bandwidth be optimally allocated in the wireless environment.

One of many imporlant aspects for the performance of a wireless communications system

is the media access control protocol. The MAC protocol is designed to address the

problem of how to share a common broadcast channel among the multiple users of a

network. Fundamental objectives of such protocols for the wireless domain are high

channel throughput, low delay, channel stability, and low complexity of the algorithm. In

this thesis, such a MAC protocol was conceptualized, developed, modeled and simulated.
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8.2 Summary

The first 4 chapters of this thesis provided a foundation for the later chapters by

introducing local multipoint distribution systems, asynchronous transfer mode, and media

access control protocols. In chapter 2, LMDS was defined, followed by a discussion of

the different types of LMDS networks. Also presented in chapter 2 were the strong and

weak points of the wireless technology and some of the issues perlaining to its regulation

and standaldization. Chapter 3 presented a basic coverage of ATM and provided the

justification for not basing the protocol on the transport technology. Chapter 4 defined

what a media access protocol is and presented a review of the fundamental types of

protocols that exist today. The media access protocol that was developed in this thesis

was introduced in chapter 5. This protocol, called D-TDMA/DR, was designed on the

concept of time division multiple access. TDMA acts on the basic principle of dividing

the time domain into fixed-length slots that are assigned to different users of a wireless

network. In an efforl to more efficiently utilize the wireless channel, the time slots of the

protocol developed in this thesis were allocated on a dynamic, on-the-fly basis. Chapter 6

introduced OPNET, followed by the modeling methodology for the protocol. Chapter 7

presented the simulation environment for the models, the simulation studies that were

investigated, as well as the results of the simulations.

8.3 Contributions

The primary contributions of this thesis are:

1. A media access protocol for use in a LMDS environment has been developed and

simulated. The plotocol was designed with the following features:
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o A simple but effective CAC algorithm that appropriately lejects call requests when

network resources are insufficient.

r Support for both long-term and short-term users.

. Support for voice, video and data services with quality of service provisions.

o I retransmission mechanism on the data link layer that mitigated the bit error rate

of the wireless channel.

o An uplink frame structure that has moveable boundaries between certain

subframes to facilitate optimal use of the time-domain resources.

. The flexibility of being developed independently of a specific network layer

protocol.

. The ability to suppoft connections of various bit rates to different users.

r I piggyback mechanism designed to extend the lifetime of a user's connection in

the event that more information anives in the user's output buffer after initial

registration to the network.

2. The developed MAC protocol was simulated in a modeled LMDS environment.

3. An LMDS simulation environment in OPNET to further study algorithm and MAC

exploration. The models were created in such a way that different multiple access

schemes, or countless variations on the D-TDMAIDR plotocol, can be implemented

and characterized on the LMDS test bed with little difficulty.

8.4 Continuing Work

There remains areas for improvement on the MAC protocol developed in this thesis. In

parlicular:
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o The protocol could have been charactertzed with models that more realistically

represent ATM and TCP/IP traffic.

. The protocol could also be improved to better support varjable bit rate traffic in an

on-the-fly manner like in ATM. Currently, the protocol can support variable bit rate

connections on a per user basis, but not variable bit rate traffic within the connection

to a single user.
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Abstract

Following an introduction and brief overview of
media access control protocols, this paper presents

a review of the current literature on MAC protocols

and bandwidth allocations strategies for high

speed wireless systems. The four protocols

reviewed in this paper range from simple Aloha-

type algorithms to relatively complex polling
schemes. An attempt is also made to compare the

protocols based on their technical merits.

l lntroduction
The dominant trend in telecommunications in
recent years is towards wireless and mobile
communications. This trend has spurred enor-

mous research interests in merging ATM with
broadband wireless networks for supporting

multimedia applications.
Most wireless systems have a channel band-

width which is many orders of magnitude

smaller than that of a typical optical fiber,

therefore it is very important this bandwidth be

efficiently allocated in order to fully optimize
the wireless environment.

One of many important aspects for the per-

formance the wireless ATM environment is the

Media Access Control protocol. The MAC
protocol is designed to address the problem of
how to share a coffImon broadcast channel

among the multiple users of a network. Funda-

mental objectives of such protocols for the

wireless domain are high channel throughput,

low transmission delay, channel stability, and

low complexity of the algorithm. Additionally,
a MAC protocol must be able to cope with the

complex and unpredictable radio environment,
which often gives rise to extraordinarily high
effor rates. Furthermore, an ATM inspired pro-
tocol should be able to satisfyingly handle the

different AIM services (such as CBR, VBR,
UBR and ABR) with their very different per-

formance and quality of service requirements.

2 M.LC Protocols

There exist many media access control proto-
cols, however, not many of them fully exploit
AIMs attributes; namely its high-speed, flexi-
bility and scalability. In order to successfully
implement and fully optimize ATM in the
wireless domain, new MAC schemes must be

developed (or existing ones modified) to effl-
ciently sha¡e the channel resources and to

account for the relatively high enor rates

which are inherent to a wireless channel.
The MAC protocols reviewed in this paper

are all founded on the assumption of an unreli-
able, error prone wireless medium. There also

exists many MAC protocols which a¡e based

on the assumption of a reliable wired medium
such as conventional cable or optical fiber.

However, should these latter protocols ever be

applied to a wireless channel, they would
likely perform very poorly. This is because

there are many functions which are trivially



reaJized in a wired medium, which cannot be

easily applied to a wireless channel. For exam-

ple, consider carrier sensing on a cable, which
is generally an easy task. Implementing this

function in radio takes at least 30 to 50 micro-

seconds, which consumes a nontrivial portion

of a packet transmission time. Furthermore,

these algorithms generally do not account for
the high error rates of the wireless channel,

and therefore do not make provisions for the

necessary error control.
The following section presents a summary of

some of the cunent literature on wireless

media access control Protocols.

3 Existing MAC Protocols

3.1 Apostolas - Wireless ATM LAN

Apostolas presents a MAC protocol for an

AIM based wireless LAN.
-There is both an uplink and a downlink.
-Each base station broadcast every transmitted

packet on the downlink.
-The uplink is partitioned into four phases:

transmission, transition to active, registration
and control.
. Transmission Phase: ATM cells a¡e trans-

mitted in response to polling by the base

station. The AIM header is extended with
an extra status byte. This status byte

informs the base station of the state of the

sending station, which could be one of
th¡ee states: i) required bandwidth (more/

less than currently allocated), ii) a transi-

tion to inactive (the cell is the last in a
burst), or iii) a control request.

. Transition to Active Phase: All currently
inactive connections are polled to allow
further transmissions.

. Registration Phase: This phase allows new

terminals to register themselves to the net-

work. This registration takes place in a
contention mode. A successful registration
results in a newly assigned VPI number for
the station and the allocation of a control
channel for that specific terminal.

. Control Phase: In this phase, the inactive
terminals (and those who have issued a

control request) are polled for control mes-

sages (i.e. connection setup/removal and

management information).
. Polling Algorithm: Any polling algorithm

designed for AIM like trafÊc should be

suitable for determining which station (and

connection) to poll at any given instant.

3.2 Smulders - Application of ATM in
Indoor Radio Networks

-This protocol considers both an uplink and a

downlink.
-The downlink is a broadcast of every packet.

-The uplink is divided into two phases: trans-

mission and request.
. Transmission Phase: An uplink transmis-

sion occurs in response to a poll from the

base station, and the transmitted MAC
frame consists of an AIM cell and a

number indicating the number of waiting
cells at the mobile terminal. The base sta-

tion uses this information to control the

polling algorithm.
. Request Phase: This phase starts during an

idle period of a base station. In this phase,

the base station polls the inactive terminals

to transmit the number of waiting cells.

The allocation (polling) algorithm uses a

global FIFO discipline and enforces nego-

tiated peak cell rates by cell spacing.
. Like for Apostolas, any suitable polling

algorithm may be easily exchanged should

the need occur.

3.3 Petras - MAC Protocol for Transparent
ATM Access in MBS

-This protocol also separates the uplink and the

downlink
. Downlink: The downlink is used both to

broadcast packets and to transmit acknowl-
edgements and polls (either one at a time
as a part of a broadcast, or an entire batch

at a time).
. Uplink: The terminals use the uplink to



inform the base stations of the number of
waiting cells and their smallest residual

life.
. Polling Algorithm: The base station uses

the uplink information as input to the poll-
ing algorithm. However, according to the

inventors, this information is not sufficient
when the number of cells (or their residual

Iife) changes rapidly, so the protocol uses a

special contention phase where stations in
need are allowed to transmit cells accord-

ing to Slotted-Aloha. Also, inactive termi-

nals use this contention phase to start the

transition to active duty. The polling algo-

rithm calculates priorities according to the

number of waiting cells and their smallest

residual life and assigns the next transmis-

sion slot to the station with the highest pri-
ority.

3.4Liand Chou - Modifications on Group
Randomly Addressed Polling (GRAP)

Li presents OGRAP (optimized GRAP), which
is designed for Wireless Data Networks, and

Chou's R-GRAP (reservation GRAP) protocol

is designed for Wireless Integrated Service

Networks. Both of these protocols improve

upon the Group Randomly Addressed Polling
(GRAP) protocol, which is in turn an improve-

ment of the basic Randomly Addressed Polling
(RAP) protocol. The two protocols are very

similar in principle, and are therefore treated

as one in this paper. The OGRAP and R-

GRAP protocols are prefaced by a description
of the basic RAP and GRAP protocols.

1. RAP - Randomly Addressed Polling
-A contention protocol which limits the

number of simultaneous transmission attempts

through random selection'
-The protocol separates the uplink and the

downlink channels, and is mainly concerned

with the uplink.
-Base stations broadcast aready message when

it is ready to receive uplink messages.

-Each active node (say N in total) will choose

and transmit a random number in such a man-

ner that allows the base station to receive all
the transmitted numbers simultaneously.
-The base station will detect N* (less than or
equal to N) different numbers.

-The base station then broadcasts each of the

received random numbers, and the terminals
which chose that same number will transmit a
packet.
-If two or more terminals choose the same ran-
dom number, then a collision will occur.
-The base station will provide feedback, and

for the unsuccessful transmissions, the proce-

dure is repeated

2. GRAP - Group Randomly Addressed Poll-
ing

-This protocol improves on RAP by introduc-
ing a superframe structure consisting of. p+I
RAP frames, named G0, Gl,..., Gp.

-A new terminal will join frame Gp, whereas a

terminal which in the previous superframe was

successfully polled with the random number k
(and has more packets to send) will join frame

Gk in the current superframe.

3. OGRAP - Optimized GRAP
-This protocol further improves on GRAP by

dynamically changing the number of groups to

Q (less than or equal to p).
-New arrivals are required to join a random

group.
-Successfully polled terminals stay in the same

group, with the same random number.

-Unsuccessfully polled terminals are treated as

new arrivals.

4. R-GRAP
-This protocol improves on GRAP in a differ-
ent way.
-A separate reservation phase is introduced on

the uplink.
-When a terminal has periodic or long mes-

sages to send, it will transmit the first packet

according to the GRAP protocol., with a spe-

cial bit set, which indicates that more data is to



follow.
-If the packet is successfully transmitted, the

terminal will receive an ACK from the base

station, as well as a reservation number.

-These reservation numbers are used after the

last GRAP frame, when the reservation phase

begins.
-ln t¡e reservation phase, the base station will
poll the reservation numbers (according to

iome polling algorithm) so that the terminals

can transmit their frames in a contention (and

therefore collision) free manner.

4 Discussion

In general, the first three protocols are rather

similar and are expected to have similar per-

formance characteristics. The performance of
these three protocols are perhaps more influ-

enced by the choice of polling algorithms than

anything else. There are also some interesting

differences in the request and transition to

active procedures that could possibly influence

the delay characteristics.
The last protocol, GRAPOiR-GRAP, intro-

duces an entirely different approach. Because

of their polling based structure, these RAP

based algorithms raise questions as to whether

they are able to accommodate time dependent

data like voice or video. Moreover, their class

based traffic integration concept may not be

enough to handle the complex ATM traffic

characteristics.
In closing, it would not be fair to state that

one of the proposed protocols is better than

another since this depends on a particular pro-

tocol's usage situation (i.e. a short range

indoor wireless LAN, and a wide area

multipoint distribution system have very dif-
ferent requirements at the MAC level). How-

ever, based on their technical merits, the

protocols should all prove effective in the

ènvironment for which they were designed.
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Attribute begsim intrpt properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute DescriPtion:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute DescriPtion:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Attribute intrpt interval properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute DescriPtion:
Units:
Comments:

This attribute specifies whether a'begin simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root
process at the starl of the simulation.
NONE YES

Value
set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

set
disabled
disabled
toggle double
Private
sec.

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

NI/A
YES
N¡/A
IVA
YES

This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model.
NONE YES

N/A
YES
Ì.1/A
l.l/A
YES
YES

This attribute specifies how often regular interrupts
are scheduled for the root process of a processor module.

Attribute endsim intrpt properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute DescriPtion:
Comments:

This attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root

Attribute fail ure intrpts properties



I

I

SymbolMap:

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Low Range:
Hígh Range:
Comments:

set
0
0
integer
Private
-32767 inclusive
32767 inclusive

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same

Attribute recovery intrpts properties

Assígn Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

This attribute specifies whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module,s root process
upon recovery of nodes or links in the network model.NONE YES

Attribute super priority properties

Assign Status: .

lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same

| | 
// Copyright 1999, AIex Renaud tt I

I lllTclænmmunicarions Resea¡ch låborarories I I

I I ll 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, tilinnipeg, Maniroba tt I

I
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I l *"r-" ruperrrameperiodtt
//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Telecommunications Resea¡ch Laboratories ll
// 10,75 Scu¡field Blvd, ti/innipeg, Ma¡itoba ll

Packet* \pkSyncSuperFrame;

ll Copynght 1999, AIex Renaud ll
// Telecommunications Research l¿bor¿tories ll
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll

void globalClockSourceREVB 0
{

Objid subnetlD, SNlsynchro, SNI-id;
Objid FAblockSynchro, FAblockld, FAblockOutputBuffer;
Objid SAblockld, SAblockMACid, SAblockOBid, ANid, ANmacid;

FlN(globalClockSourceREVBQ)

subnetlD = op-id-from-name(0,OPC-OBJTYPE-SUBNET,' tdrÉ-sub' );

FAblockld= op_id_from_name(subnetID,OPC_OBJTfPE_NDFD( ,'Ertb:.ock'); /]good*/
FAblockSynchm = op-id-from-nam{FAblockld, OPC-OBJTfPE-PROC,'FÀlil.ockstmchro');
FAblockOutputBuffer = op-id-from-.ame(FAblockld, OPC-OBJTYPE-QLIEIIE'ouÈpuE-buf fer');

SAblockld = op-id-from-name(subnetID,OPC-OBJTfPE-NDFD(,' sÀblock-1' );
SAblockMACid = op_id_from_name(SAblockld, OPC_OBJTÍPE_QUEUE,' MÀc' )i

ANid = op-id-from-name(subnetID,OPC-OBJTYPE-NDFD<,' accessjoint.' );
ANmacid = op-id-from-name(ANid, OPC-OBJTYPE-PROC,'MAc' );

pkSyncSuperFrame = op_lk_create-fmt{' st.arÈFræe' );

op¡rk-deliver(op-pk-copy(pkSyncSuperFrame),nNmacid J);
op¡rk-deliver(op¡rk-copy(pkSyncSuperFrame),SAblockMACid,5);
opJk_deliver(pkSyncSuperFrame,FAblockOutputBufferJ);

op_intrpt_schedule_self(op_sim_ti - e0+ superfr¿mePeriod, I 00);

FOUT

)
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name
enter execs
exit execs
status

INIT
(empty)
(empty)
forced

string
textlist
textlist
toggle

st
(empty)
(empty)
unforced

name
condition
executive
color
drawing style

tr_0

RG8333
spline

string
string
string
color
toggle

tr

RG8333
spline

name
enter execs
exit execs
status

TIMING
(See below.)
(empty)
unforced

string
textlist
textlist
toggle

st

(empty)
unforced

,/_-
//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud il
// Telecommunications Research L¿boratories CÍRI_abs) tt// 10,75 Scurfield BIvd, Winnipeg, Maniroba il

name
condition
executive
color
drawing style

tr_2
default

tr

RG8333
spline

RG8333
spline



Base Station Receiver

(PK-ARRM!) ./ fHdJk-co-sinkREvB ( )



Attribute error threshold properties

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:
Units:

I Attribute begsim intrpt properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

Symbol Map:

Attribute endsim intrpt properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Attribute failure ¡ntrpts properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

This attribute specifies whether a 'begin simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root
process at the start of the simulation.
NONE

0.0
double
Private
FALSE
errlbit

set
enabled
disabled
toggle
Private

set
enabled
disabled
toggle
Private

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

lnherit

IVA
YES
N/A
l.l/A
YES

YES

This attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root
process at the end of the simulation.
NONE YES

NI/A
YES
lll/A
TVA
YES

N/A
YES
t{/A
NI/A
YES
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This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon failure of nodes or links in the network åodel.NONE YES

SymbolMap:

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute specifíes whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or links in the network model.NONE YES

Attribute intrpt interval propèrtíes

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Units:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

disabled
disabled rYA

tosste doubre IifPrivate N/Asec. YES
YES

This attribute specifies how often regular interrupts
are scheduled for the root process ol a processor module.NONE YES

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Descriptíon:
Low Range:
High Range:
Comments:

o N/A
0inteser IriPrivate NUA
-32767 inclusive yES
32767 inclusive yES

YES
This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same

Attribute recovery intrpts properties



Attribute super priority properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulation time.
NONE

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Telecommunic¿tions Resea¡ch l¿boratories (IRI-abs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll

/******Macros******/

#def¡ne PK-ARRIVAL op-¡ntrpt-type0:OPC-INTRPT-S1¡RM

/**** * D e|ine Co ns tant s + *++ */
#defrne MAC-pk 0
ffdefine DATA_pk I
tfdefrne VOICE¡k 2
lfdehne VIDEO¡rk 3
itdeFrne to-source 4

#defmePK-LENGTH 3392

lidefi¡e INSTRM 0
#defrneMAC-OUTSTRM 3

lÉdef i¡e TO-MAC-STRM-CONTROL 4
ÍIdeÍi¡eTO-CONTROL-TX-STRM 0

#define YES I
#deF¡ne NO 0

f* * * * +* F t¿t1c ti on D e c la rAt i ons * *+ * * */
void receivepacket0;
void fwd pk-to-sink0;

// Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Telecommunic¿tions Research l.abor¿tories (IRl,abs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll
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int
int
int

double \alanIt000];

int VotalNumberOfMpDUsReceived;
int VotaINumberOfMPDUsReceivedlnErroc

Stathandle \¡etxPackerCounrSrathandle;
int VetxPacketCount;

Stathandle UossProbabilitySrathandle;
double UossProbability;

//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud il¡ zzz, nre^ 
^e¡¡duq ll

// Telecommunications Research Laboratories (IRI-abs//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba il

void
fwdjk_to_sinkREVB0

(

Packet* pkptr_rx;
il, num_erors, pk_type,src_add¡,collisionCount;
double error_threshold_factor;
double SNR, RSL, beç
int controlPacket;

FlN(tudpk_to_s i nkREVB 0)

pkptr_rx = op¡rk_get(op_intrpt_strm0);

if (pkptr_rx != OPC_NIL)
{
op¡lk_nfd_get(pkptr_rx,. uscontroLpackeÈ.,&controlpacket);

if (controlPacket == yES)
op¡rk_send (pkptr_rx,TO_MAC_STRM_CONTROL) 

;
else if (controlPacket:NO) {

op¡lk_afdget(pkptr_rx,. src_add-r.,&src_addf);

if(src_addr != 0){
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num-er¡ors = op-tdJet-i¡t(pkptr_n,OPC_TDA_RA_NllM_ERRORS);

totalNumberOfMPDUsReceived++;

if (num-enors : 0) f
send_DLL_ACK(src addr);
op¡rk_send(pkptr_rx, MAC_OUTSTRM);
retxPacketcount={;
op_stat_write(retxPacketCountStathandle,retxPacketCount);

l
else if (num-errors > 0){

totalNu m berOfMPDUsReceivedlnErrorr-r;
printf(. \n*****#**tt##*#f#ifttf##*#*###f#*###*#####*########**####\n.);
printf('**f td MpDUs REcETvED rN ERRoR FoR usER gd. lrusr RETX ##\n.,total
printf('*##*i*#*#f#*#lff,####*****f#*###fi#ff###fif###########*###\n\n.);

send_DLL_NACK(src_addr) ;

retxPacketCount#;
op_stât_r,vrit€(retxPacketCountS øthandle,reuPacketCount);

)

lossProbability = (double)totalNumberOfMPDUsReceivedlnEnor/(double)totalNumberOfMPDUsReceived;
op_stat_write(ossProbabi lityStathandle,lossProbabiliry);

)

I
FOI.N
)

void send_DLL_ACK(int
{
Packet* pk-ACKt

src-addr)

FIN(send-DLL_ACK0)

pk_ACK = op_¡rk_cr€ate_fmt(. conrrol . );
op¡rk-nfd-set(pk_ACK,' desr_addr.,src_addr);
op¡k_nfd_set(pk_AcK, . DLL ack. ,YES);
op_¡rk_nfd_se(pk_ACK, . DLL packer . ,YES);
opJk-nfd-se(pk_AC('uscontrol packec.,0);
op-¡rk-send( pk_AC K,TO_CONTROL_TX_STRM) ;

FOUT

)

void send-DLL-NACK(int src_addr)

{
Packet* pk_NACK;

FIN(send-DLL-NACK0)

pk_NACK = op¡rk_crtaûe_fmt(. conrrol. );
oplrk-nfd_se(pk_NACK,. aesc_addr.,s¡c_addr);
op¡k_nfd_se(pk_NACK. DLL ack. NO):



opJrk_nfd_se(pk_NAcK, . DLL packe r. . ,yES);
op_Jtk_nfd_se(pk_NAcK,. UsconErolpackets.,0);
op_pk_send(pk_NAC KTO_CONTROL_Tx_S TRM) ;

/1

if ( op _td_is_set(pþtr,O p C _TDA_RA_B E R ) = = O p C _TR U E) {
be r = op _td¿et_dbl( pkptr, O p C_TDA_RA _B ER)
printfl "expected ber is Volfw", be r) ;
l

if ( o p _td _i s_s e ( p kp t r, O P C _TDA_RA _ACT U A L_B E R ) = = O p C _T RU E )printfl"actual ber is Volfw,',op_td¿et_dbt(pþtr,OpC_TDA_RA_A:.CTUAL_BER));

if (ber <0.M1){
s e nd _D LL_A C K( s rc _add r ) ;
op¿tk_se nd( pþtr, MAC _O UTSTRM ) ;l

else if (ber >= Q.QQI ¡(
se nd_D LL_N A C K( s rc _add r ) ;
o p _1t k_de s troy ( p þ t r ) ;
printfl"PK CONTAINED ERRORS AND WAS DESTROyED!N2,,);
l

//i f (op_td_is_set(pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_MIM_ERRORS ):apç_apuE¡// prinrf('number of errors is rd\n',op-t¡r geúnt(pkpt¡,opc_TDA_RA_NIrM_ERRoRS));

if ( op _td_is _set( pþtr_n,O pC _TDA_RA _B ER) = = O p C _TRU E ) {
be r = op _tdJet db !( pkpt r_rx,O pC_f DA _RA_B ERi
printfl"*+tï******+**++*8s.' packetll?od received at tintc %lf (ber = 7olfl(errors = %d)u,,,pkNunúer,op_sim_timeg,ber);l

¡-:--- ValUêl-nart- init fault vatue Istrinqf
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totalNumberOfMPDUsReceived = 0;
totalNumberOfMPDUsRec¿ivedlnError = 0;

i=l;
alex = l;

pk-count = 0;

reocPacketCount = 0;
rerxPacketCountStathandle = op-stat-rcg( 'retx packer couE ., OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OpC_STAT_LOCAL);

lossProbability = 0.0;
lossProbabilityStathandle=op-stat-reg('1oss proba-bilir.y.,OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OpC_STAT_LOCAL);
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Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:
Low Range:
High Range:
Comments:

0
integer
Private
FALSE
0 inclusive
500 inclusive

Process Model lnterface Attributes
Attribute begsim intrpt propefties
Prooertv Value lnheril
Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

ft/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether a'begin simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root

SymbolMap:
process at the start of the simulation.
NONE YES

Attribute endsim intrpt properties
Pronerfu Value lnhcril
Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

I!/A
YES
IVA
Ì\¡/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root

SymbolMap:
process at the end of the simulation.
NONE YES

Attribute failure intrpts properties
Propertv
Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

Inherit

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model.
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SymbolMap:

Assign Status:
lnitialvalue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

NUA

YES
N/A
hI/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module's root process
up^onrecovery of nodes or links in the network model.NONE yES

Attribute intrpt interval properties

Attribute Description:
Units:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

disabled
disabted rl/A

tosste doubte IrTPrivate N/A
YES
YES

This attribute specifies how often regular interrupts
are scheduled for the root process of a processor module.NONË yES

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:

O l,,l/A

integer ti
Private
-32762 inctusive ïA
32767 inctusive yES

YES
This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
símulation time.
NONE yES

Attribute Description:
Low Range:
High Range:
Comments:

Attribute recovery inG¡s properüG



Attribute super pr¡or¡ty properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

Symbol

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulation time.
NONE YES

#defi¡e RECEIVE-TICK (op_it¡trpt_typeO:OPC_DVfRI'f_STRM && op_intrpt_strm0:5)

#deñneMAX TIME SLOTS 2OO

#defrneMAX-USPnS rOOO

#def¡ne INSTRM 2 //used to be 0
Itdef¡ne FROM-BS-SINK-STRM I
#dehneOUTSTRM 0
#defineTO-SINK-STRM I
#dehne RTS-RECEIVE-ERROR RTSpacketNoGood : I

//lldefi ne ACCEPT-CALL I

#deÍ¡ue YES I
#deÍrne NO 0

//*idefineMAX_CONNECTIONS 5

#define MAX-CIIANNEI-S 15

{Hef¡neMAX-CODES 15

#dehne MAX_Sr7E 15

lHefrne RELEASE-CIIANNEL-RESOURCES (release : OPC_'JRUiE)

Ifdefine CALL-ACCEPTED (ACCEPT-CALL ; OPC-TRUE)
Itdefne RTS-PK-ARRIVAL(op-iutrpt-typ€0:OPC_nVIRItSTRM && op_intrpt_strmO : INSTRM)
#deli¡e INFO-PK-ARRIVAL (op-intrpt_typeQ:OPC_INTRPT_STRM && op_intrpt_strmO: FROM_BS_S

#define RELEASE_RESOURCES (rele¿se : OPC_TRUE)

doubleregularTimeSlotDuration =0.000O0625;
double requestAccessSubft-amePeriod = 0.00O05;
double reTxSubfi-amePeriod = 0.0001 ;'
double superFramePeriod = 0.001;

/*dcfine global variables for channel manager]/

int global-src-address;
int global-æst;



Igg_Aq tz tg:g+or lsge

45 I int

int

int

int
int

packetJEMAX_SI7Fl;

PK-ARRTVALTMAX_SIzE];

channeMaragertlvfAX_CHANNELSI 
I

codeManagedM.A,X_CODES 
I ;

activeMembershiplisrlMAX_Slztrl 
;

VPI_man ager[MAX_SIZE] ;

kermie[50];

int
int
int
lltest

50 | int

extern int chanTrack[MAX_SrzF];
externint addrTrack[MAX_Srz.F];

l¡odeTrackMAX_SITF];
ratecodeMAX_Sr7Fl;

int globalAddressIMAX_SrzFl;

int release;

int holding_timeffAX_Stzpl;

int numberOfFAtimeslotsAllocåtedREv;
int numberOfSAusersGlOBAL;

Packet* þk_¡r;
Packet* þk_FAsetup;
Packet* þk_fi-amesraf;
int \totalPks;

l0 | int \src_addc
int \dest_addc
int \ACCEPT_CALL;
int \assignedTimesloq
int VrumberOfFAtimeSlotsAllocaæd;

15 
| int \numberOfsArimeslorsA[ocared;
int Uramestart;
int \numberofSlotsRequested;
int \slotCounterExtension;

double VrumberOfSAtimeSlotsAvailable;

double \RTSstampTime;
double \SAsubframeStartOffset;

25 | Søthandle kallBlockStathandte;
int ballBlockCount;

int \timeSlotResourceManager[vf.AX_tÏME_SlOTS];
int \assignedTmcslorsMAX_USERSIMAX_Tnæ:SLOTSI;
int \slotCounterArrayMAX_USERS j;

Stathandle \upstrcamDelayS¡athandle;



double

Søtha¡dle VrumDroppedPacketsStathandle;
int \numDroppcdPackeæ;

Stathandle \numSAusersRegisteredStathandle;
int \numSAusersRegistered;

Stathandle \numSAslotsAllocatedStarhandle;
int \numSAslotsAllocated[\rfAX_USERS];

Stathandle \numS lotsAvailableStathandle;
int \numSlotsAvailable;

int VotalSlotsAllocated;

int \RTSpacketNoGood;

Stathand le \rxErrorFreePacketCountS tathand le;
int \rxEnorFreePacketCou nt; ;

// Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Telecommunications Resea¡ch Laboratories (TRLabs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll

void rx_RTS_pkREVBQ

{

FIN(rx-RTS¡kREVB0)

pk_rx = op¡rk_get(INSTRM);

if (pk_rx != OPC_NIL){
opJrk_Dfd4et{pk_rx,. src_addr.,&src_addr); dest_addr = src_addr;
op_pk_nfd_ge(pk_rx,. nunberofslorsRequesEed.,&numberOfslotsRequested);
op¡lk_nfdge(pk_rx,. s1or.coucer.,&slorcounterArray[src_addr]);
RTSstampTime = op_pk_ståmp_time get(pk_rx);

Ì

op¡rk-destroy(pk-rx);

FOUT

)

void scnd-NACKREVBO
I
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Packet+ pkptr_new;

40

45

FIN(send_NACKREVB0)

pkptr_new = op_pk_create_fmt(. conrrol. );

op¡lk_nfd_se(pkpt¡_new,. access_granced., NO);
op¡tk_nfd_set(pkptr_new, . des r_addr. dest_addr);
op¡rk_nfd_set(pkpr¡_new,.DLIJ packec. NO);
op¡lk_nfd_se(pkptr_new,. usconcrolpacker.,yEs);
op¡lk_nfd_set(pkptr_new,. nunberof s1o r.sÀss iqned.,0);
opSk-nfd-set(pkptf-new,'nwberof FÀs10Ès.,nr¡mberofFAtimesrotsA¡ocated);
op¡lk_nfd_set(pkptr_new,. assigmedslocs.,0);
op¡rk_nfd_set(pkptr_new,. teminaÈeconnecEÍon., NO);- op¡rk_send(pkptr_new,OUTSTRM);

FOLN
ì

void send_ACKREVBQ

{
Packet+ pkpt¡_new;
Packet* pk_encap[numberOfSlotsRequested];
int w;

FIN(send_ACI(REVBe)

numberOfSAusersGLOBAL+r;

pk_cncap[0] = op¡lk_create_fmt(. conÈroI. )i

op-¡k_nfd_se(pk_encap[0],. accessgranÈed., yES);
op¡rli_nfd_se(pk_encap[0], . aes E_addr . ,desr_addr);
op¡rk_nfd_set(pk_cncap[0],. ol,r, packec. NO);

- 
op_pk_nfd_set(pk_encap[0],.usconErolpackec.,yES);

--op¡lk-nfd-se(pk-cncap[0j,'nmb€rof 
FÀ-srors.,numtærofFAtimesloæAlrocated);

op¡rk-nfd-se(pk-cncap[0], 'num.berofsroÈsÀ.ssÍgned.,numberOfSlotsRequested);
'op_¡k_nfd_set(pk_cncap[0],. 

ass ismedstor.s.,assignedlimeSlot"t¿*i"¿Jifì ll;op¡tk_nfd_set(pk_cncap[0],. reminaÈecomecÈion., NO)i

fo(w=l ; wcrumberOfSlotsRequestcd; w++) (
pk_encap[w] = op_-pk_cr€aúe_fmt(. controlencap. );

. op¡rk-nfd-set(pk-encap[w],'assismedslots.,assignedTimeSlots[dest_addr][w+l]);
l

for(w=numberOfslotsRequested_I ; w>0; w_) {

- op¡lk_nfd se(pk_encap[w_l], .encapsulace., pk_encap[w]);
)
op_pk_send(pk_encap[0],OUTSTRM);

FOUT
)

void tdmaCACREVB$
{
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Vartype* channel_id;
intj,x:

FIN(tdmaCACREvB0)

numberofSAtimeSlorsAvailable = (superFrameperiod - requestAccessSubframeperiod _ reTxSubframeperiod \
- numberOfFAúmeSlotsAllocated+regulaiTi meS IotDuration \
- numberOfSAtimeSlotsAllocæed +regularTimeSlotDuration

op_stat_write(numSlotsAvailableStathandle,numberOfsAtimeSlorsAvailable);

printf('
printf('
prinf('
printf('
prinú('
printf('
prinú('
prind('
prind('
prind('

><==========================\n. );
REQUEST FROM SÀblock: td\n.,src_addr);
RTs sent. ats tlf ed received aE tlf\n.,RTSstampTime,op_sim_time0);
reques ÈÀcces s su.bperiod is t I f \n.,requestAccesssubframePeriod);
reTxsubf rmeperiod is gtf \n.,reTxsubfi-amePeriod);
nuber of sÀ slots requested: td\n.,numberOfSlotsRequested);
nmber of FÀ slots in use Bd\n.,numb€rofFAtimeSlotsA.llocaæd);
nmber of sÀ sloÈs in use td\n.,numberofSAúmeSlotsAllocated);
NUìÍBER oF sÀ TrME sl€rrs ÀvÀrr,ÀBLE = s4.ltf\n',numberofsAtimesloæAvailable);

><==========================\n.);

if (numberOfSlotsRequested <= numberofSAtimeSlotsAvailable) {
printf('f+# cÀL¡, ÀCCEPTED FOR sÀbIock*d\n.,src_addr);

numberOfSAtimes IotsAllocated+=numberOfStotsRequested;
MACschedulerREVBO;
callBlockCount = 0;
op_stst_write(ca¡lBlockStarhandle, callBlockCount);

numSAslotsAllocatedIsrc_addr]+=numberOfs lotsRequested;

numSAusersRegistered++;
op_stat_write(numSAusersRegisteredStathandle, numSAusersRegistered) ;
otalSloæAllocated += numSAslotsAllocated[src_addr];
op_stât_write(numSAslorsAllocatedStatha¡rdle, totalslorsAllocared);

ACCEPT-CALL = OPC-TRUE;
)
clsc if (numberOfstorsRequested > numberOfsAtimeSlotsAvailaúle) I

prind('r****t***t**ttl*#****t****r********f*r*r*****##*******fr***#f#***************f*#***
prind('*ft sER\ÆcE REQUEST FOR SÀbtocktd RÞtEerED DrJE TO TNSUFFTCTENIt RESOURCES (r,ine stot.s)
prind('tt*tf*****fff*##*tff+##***###***#**#****f#***f*f**#f#+#*ftf***f*iÈ**f**###*##*******+
callBlockCountr-+;
op_stst_\yrite(cållBlockSrathandle,callB lockCount);
ACCEPT-CALL = OPC_FAI-SE;

l

FOUT
)

void setupFAtimeSlotsREVB 0
{

FIN(setupFAtimeslorsREVB 0)

oP-¡ma-obJ-!ttr-ge(op-ld-selfQ,'numberrati:nesrors .,&numberofFAtimeSlotsAllocåted);
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150 numberOfFAti meS lotsAllocatedREV = numberOfFAtimes Iors¡IIocated;

if (numberofFAtimeslotsAllocåted < 0) op-sln-end('EnÀ,oR! rNvÀLrD ENTR' FoR nuhberofFÀrimesrocs.,.sHouLD
erse if ((numberofFAtimesrorsAtocated > o)&&(numberofF.A,timesrotsA'ocated <r37)){pfintf(. * a *a * * * + * + *+ *+ * + *+ * + *a ** * * ** **r **1* a * a * * **, 1 - . ¡.prinrf(. rrrrrrar-rzrNc FrxED ÀrrrócÀTroN rr* 

"*rJri 
]ì" rt

pfintf(. * a* a * * * + r + *+ * + r + * +r + * + * + r + * + *+ * + * + * + Ê + r + r + * \n \n r ).

pk_FAsetup = op¡lk_create_fm(.r¿inicial-ize.);

op-pk-nfd-se(pk_FAsetup,. aesE_add¡.,0);
op¡lk_nfd_set(pk_FAsetup,.or,r, packec. NO)lop¡lk-nfd-set(pk-FAserup,'nunberofTimesLoÈsÀrlocaEed.,numberofFAtimeslotsAllocated);
op¡lk_nfd_set(pk_FAsetup,. Dr,r, ack.,999);

. op¡rk_send(pk_FAsetup,OUTSTRM);
I

155

160

165

t70

175

else if ((int)numberofFAtimeslots^llocated > 136) op-stm-end(. ÀaoRT ! ! . , 
- Too r,rÀNy FÀ s'.ûrs ÀssrcNED. , 

. . 
, 
. . );

FOUT
)

void synchronizeToClockREVB 0
{

FlN(synchron i zeToCIockREVB e)

pk_frameStart = opl¡kJe(S);

if (pk_frarnesørt !_- OPC_NIL){

// pnntf(.**========
t ========> ÀccessNode (MÀc): syNC lrcK aE t15.121f<==

FOUT

l

void MACschedulerREVBQ
I
int I,m,n,h;

FIN(MACschedu IeTREVB 0)

for(n=I ; n<numberOfslotsRequested+ t ; nfi-) {
for (m=t; m<MÁX_TIME_SLOTS; mr-+) {

i f (timeS lotResourceManager[m¡=j¡ i
assignedTimeSloa[dest_addr][n] 

= r¡;
timeS IotResou¡ceManager[m]_l 

;
b¡e¿k;

)

I
l
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FOUT

)

void sendPkToSink0

{
Packet* pkUp;
int numberErrors, userAddress, numbeCollisions, piggyBacksratusBit,packetNumber;
double BER,SNR;

FIN(sendPkToSinkQ)

nkUP = oP-P¡*ut11r'

if (pkup != oPC-NIL){

opJk-nfdge(pkUp,. src_addr.,&userAddress)i
op¡k-nfd-ge(pkUp,' pigsryback s Èarus bi r.,&piggyBackStatusBit);
op¡lk-nfd-ge(pkUp,'packec nunber.,&packetNumber);

if (piggyBackStatusBit : l) {
opltk-nfd4e(pkUp,'sroc counÈer exr.ension.,&slotCounterExtension);
slotCounterArrayIuserAddress]+=slotCounterExtension;

l

rxE¡rorFreePacketCount++;
op_stat_write(rxErrorFreePacketCountS tathand le,totalPksr-+) ;

upstrearnDelay = op-sim-timeo - op¡rk-stamp-time get(pkUp);
op_ståt_write(upst¡eamDelayS tathandle, upstreamDelay);
prinú('PK* td FROM USER td € t13.lOlf: delay is S13.1OIf (pksEilpedÀE 813.10If)\n.

op¡rk-destroy(pkUp);

if(userAddress != 0) {
slotCounærArray [userAddrcss] - ;

if (slotCounterArray[userAddress] <= 0)
termi nateConnection(userAddrcss);

)

l

FOUT

terminateConnection(userAddress)

Packet* pkptr-terminatei
int userÀddrcssTerm;
int a;
FIN(terinateConnection0)

userAdd¡essTerm = userAddress;

prinf(.t*t**ttt**ttttt*tf*t***f*t*tt+*f**ft*****+**#*tÉ*f****f***f,\n.);
prinÉ('f*llf rtR¡lrNÀTr¡¡c coNNEq¡roN FoR usER td e *1f*****t*f\n.,userAddressTerm,op_siE_time0);
prind(. ttftfr*f* t***ft**t*fi***f**t*#*****t****t*****t*f****t***l+ \n\n. );

)

void

{
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pkpr_terminate = op¡rk_create_fmt(. concrol . );

op¡lk_nfd_set(pkptr_terminate,. des E_addr.,userAddressTerm);
op¡tk_nfd_set(pkptr_terminate,. EeminaÈecomecuion., yES);
op¡l!_nfd_se(pkptr_terminate, . DLL packer. NO);
op¡lk_nfd_se(pkpu_terminate,. usconÈrolpacker.,yES);
op¡tk_nfd_set(pkptr_terminate,. nunberof sLoEsess ismed.,E gggg);
op¡rk_send(pkptr_rerminate,OUTSTRM);

if(numSAusersRegisrered >= 0) {
op_stât_write(numSAusersRegisteredS tathandle, numsAusersRegistered);
numSAusersRegistered--;

totalS lotsAl Iocared _= numsAslotsAllocatedIsrc_addr] 
;

op_stat_write(numSAslotsAllocaredStathandle, 
total j iotsel tocated);)'

fo(a=O; a<MAX_TIME_SLOTS; a++)
if(assignedrimesloæ[userAddressTerm][a] !=0) timeslotResourceManager[assignedrimestors[userAddressTerm]tall 

<);
FOTJT

4 ______--/7
// Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ni¡ vvyJr¡6¡rr ¡ 727, ã¡eÀ Ãçlraus ll
// Tele¿ommunications Research Laboratories (IRIabs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba il//:-_- 

-tt

int j,w,i;
totalPks = 0;
numberOfsAtimeslorsAllocated = O;
numberOfSAusersGLOBAL = 0;

for (=0; j<MAX_TIME_SLOTS; j++)
timeSlotResou¡ceManager[i] = Q;

for ({; j<MAX_USERS; j+r)
slotCounterArrayfi] = 0;
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fo(i=O; i<MAX_USERS; i++)
for (=s¡' wcnumberOfSlorsRequested+l ; w++)

assignedTimeS lotstil Iw]=0;

callBlockCount = 0;
callBlockstathandle=op-stat-reg('cart block couc.,oPC_sTAT_INDEX_NoNE,oPC_sTAT_LoGAL);

upstreåmDelay = 0.0;
upstreamDelayStathandle=op-srar-reg('upscrem delay.,oPC_STAT_INDEX_NoNE,oPC_STAT_LoCAL);

numDroppedPackets = 0;
numDroppedPacketsStathandle=op-slar-reg('dropped packer, cormt.,OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OpC_STAT_LOCAL);

numSAusersRegistered = 0;
numsAusersRegisteredStathandle = op-stat-reg('nrDber of regf scered users.,OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT

numSAslotsAllocated[0] = Q;

=op_stat_reg('nurib€r of sÀ stors allocated',OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OPC_STA

numSloæAvailable = 0:
numSlotsAvailableSøthandle = op-stat-reg('nunb€r of sloEs available.,OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT

op_stât_write(numSAslotsAllocatedStathandle¡umSAsloaAllocated[0]);

totalSlotsAllocated = 0;

rxErrorFreePacketcount = 0:
rxE¡ro¡Fre¿Packetcountstathandle = op-stat-reg(' error f ree pk cout . ,OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT
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Process Model Gomments 
,
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Process Model
Attribute begsim intrpt properties

Value
Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Attribute failure intrpts properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Attribute intrpt interval properties

/rssign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
L-)ata Type:

This attribute specifies whether a'begin simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root
process at the start of the simulation.
NONE

set
enabled
disabled
toggle
Private

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

YES

¡l/A
YES
NI/A
N/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model.
NONE YES

set
disabled
disabled
toggle double

Attribde endsim intrpt properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments: YES

This attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root
process at the end of the simulation.
NONE YES
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Attribute Description:
Units:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Private
sec. Nl/A

YES

This attribute specifies how often regular in,"rrrp,JEs
are scheduled for the root process o"t 

" 
pro"ã""or module.NONE 

YES

lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Low Range:
High Range:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

O lt'l/A

integer YES

Private N/A

-92767 inclusive N/A

g2767 inclusive YES
YES
YES

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduted to occu.ai iñã 

"ärn"simulatíon time.
NONE 

YES
Attribute recovery intrpG properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:

YES
This attribute specifies whether recovery interrupts
are 

_scheduled fo-r the processor module s root process
upo¡ recovery of nodes or links in the network model.NONE YES

Attribute super priority properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

disabled
disabled N/A

tossre IifPrivate 
N/A
YES

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events thar are scheduled to occurai iÀãìärn"
simulation time.
NONE 

YES



lt-,,æ
// Copyright 1999, Alex Rcnaud tt
// Telecommunications Research l¿boratories (fR[abs//
// 10,75 Scurfield BIvd, \ilinnipcg, Manitoba lt
il-

/**++**Macros+*****/
#defrne PACKET_ARRIVAL (op_intrpt_typ€O:OPC_INTRpT_STRM)

/* * * * * D ertne C o ns taTts * * + * */
#define SNI_addr I
ffdefine FABlock_addr 0
lfdeÍrne YES I
tldefine NO 0

tldefrne INSTRM 0
fHefineTO_MAC_MODIJLE_NACK_PORT 0
#define TO_MAC_MODULE_ACK_PORT t
lfdef¡neTO_MAC_MODLJLE_TERM_PORT 2
lldefi¡eTO_DLI_ACK_PORT 3
lfdehne TO_DLL_NACK_PORT 4

{*def-¡neTO_OUTPUT_BUFFER_MODULE_DLL I
#defineTO_OUTPUT_BI-TFFER_MODULE_SAseIup 3
lHeF¡ne TO_OUIPUT_BUFFER*ISM z
lldehneTO_DLL_ACK_STRM 2

#del-rne Dll_packet I

¡* * + *+1 F urn t ¡O n D ec lûrLt io ns+ * * | + */

It-_

//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud lt
// Telecommunications Resea¡ch l-aboratories (lRl-abs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield BIvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba fl
lt---

void
receive¡:acketSA I REVC0

(

ll Packe¡* pkptr;
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Packet* pk_encap[10];
Packet+ pk_ISM;

in, dest_addr, permission, positive, ag;

il controt_pk_rype, RTspãcketDi, ñLr-_u.*;
:nr assignedTimeSlots[10],ç
rnt numberOfSlosAl¡ocated;
int terminateConnection;
FlN(receive_packetSA I REVCQ)

pk-encap[0] = op_pk_get(INSTRM);

if (pk_encap[O] t= OpC_NrL) {
opSk_nfd_get(pk_encap[0], .desÈ_addr., &dest_addr);
op¡rk_nfd_get(pk_encap[0], . DLL packe E 

l,&controt_¡rt_type¡;
op_pk_nfdget(pk_encap[0], .usconrrolpactei:, 

aRTspacketDS¡;

if (dest_addr != FABlock_addr) {
if(control_pk_type : lDl.t-_packet) {

op¡lk-nfd3e(pk-cncap[0],' t eminaceconnecÈion.,&terminateconnection);

if(terminareConnection : yB5¡
op¡r k_send(pk_encap [0],TO_MAC_MODULE_TERM_pORT);

else if (terminateconnection : NO){

op¡rk-nfd-get(pk-encap[0],' nunberof sroEsÀssi'med., &numberoßrotsAlrocâted);

if (@TSpacketDS : yES)&&(numbe¡OfSloaAllocared:0))
opsk_send(plyncap [0],TO_MAc_MoDULE_NACi_ponrl 

:. erse if ((RTspact:ps _ yEs) aã lnurn-UeOrslosÃlo""iJ,Oji--,'
op¡rk_send(pk_encap[0],TO_MAC_MODULF,_ACK_POíí 

;)-

l
else if (controþk_ryp€ : Dll_packeo {

op¡rk_nfdget(pk_encap[0],. or,r, ack.,&Dr I,ack);

if(Dll_ack: l)
. .1n__g!_sena(pk_encap[0],TO_DLL_ACK_pORÐ;

else if @LÍ -ack : 0)

. op¡rk_send(pk_encap[0],TO_Dr T.NACK_PORÐ;
Ì

op-¡lk-destroy(pk-encapl0i); //discard packet since it was not desrined for this subscriber node

FOUT
I

^* 
rr*r***f ** *+***f +***rr**r+r++*r+*+t*ùtr*l++*+*.r****+*r**t*rr*rt*rr*+*/

)
else



name
enter execs
exit execs
status

init
(See below.)
(empty)
forced

st

(empty)
unforced

//--
//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud il
// Telecommunications Rese¿rch Laboratories (TRI-abs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba tl// 

-//

/* ínit ializc local stat¿st ic s */
SNI sink-¡rk_count=0;
pk-count-starhandle = op-stat-reg( . sN1 s ink pk couc . , opc_srAT_INDELNoNE, opc_srAT_LocAt);

name
condition
executive
color
drawing style

tr_0

RGB333
spl¡ne

string
string
string
color
toggle

tr

RG8333
spline

name
enter execs
exit execs
status

idle
(See below.)
(See below.)
unforced

st

unforced
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name
condition
executive
color
drawing style

tr_Z string
PACKET_ARR|VAL string
receive_packetSA1RE... stringRGB333 cotoispline toggle

name
condition
executive
color
drawing style

string
string
string
color
toggle
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Attribute numberOfSAusers properties
P
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:
Units:

Attribute RTS period properties

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:
Units:

0
integer
Private
FALSE
users

0.0
double
Private
FALSE
seconds

Process Model lnterface Attributes
Attribute begsim intrpt properties
Propertv Value lnhariÍ
Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether a'begin simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root

SymbolMap:
process at the start of the simulation.
NONE

Attribute endsim lntrpt properties
Propertv Value Inherit
llssrgn ùIatus:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

NYA

YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root

SymbolMap:

@
Prooertv
Assígn Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:

process at the end of the simulation.
NONE YES

set
disabled
disabled

t{/A
YES
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Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

enumerated
Private N/A

NYA

YES
This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root órocessupon failure of nodes or links in the network rioOel.NONE 

YES

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled fo-r the processor module-'s root process
upor recovery of nodes or links in the network model.NONE YES

Attribute intrpt interval properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:-'
Data Type:
Attribute Descriptíon:
Units:
Comments:

Symbol Map:

disabled
disabted N/A

toggte doubt" IrTPrivate N/ASEC. YES

This attribute specifies how often regular int"rrptJEs
are scheduled for the root process o-f a processor module.NONE YES

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:

"Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Low Range:
High Range:
Comments:

:
SymbolMap:

0
o l"¡/A

inteser Iri
Private
-9276r inctusive i'A
32767 inclusive yES

YES
This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulation time.
NONE YES

Attribute recovery ¡ntrpts properties

SymbolMap:



Attribute super priority properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

l.YA
YES
N/A
NiA
YES

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulation time.
NONE YES

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

3r ElocK

5

t0

15

//--
// Copyright 1999, AIex Renaud ll
// Telecommunications Resea¡ch l¿boratories (fRhbs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba tl

#deFrneMAX-ADDRESS_ID 300
lfdef¡ueFROM_TERM_STRM 2

l*define RX-GLOBAL-CLOCK op-htrpt_type(F=CrPC_tr\iTRIT_STRM && op_inrrpt_srrm0:5
lfdehne START-USER op_intrpt_type0--:OPC_INTRPLSEIf
*fdefine TERMINATE CONNFÆTION op_intrpt_type(þOPC_INTRPf_STRM && op_inrrpt strmO : Ffta¡a_agruU_
externint numbcrOfSAusersGLOBAI;

ildefine dll op-intrpt-typeG:OPC_INTRPT_STRM && op_inrrpt strm0:3

Prohandle þrohandleArray_OB m gr[350] ;
int \userAddressAlex;
int \userAddressTermination;
int \numbcrOfSAuscrslnput;
int \number0fSAusers;
Evhandle bvUserll00l;
int \i;
int \index;
double \userRTSiats;

il-

// Copyright 1999,.4,1ex Renaud tt
// Tclccommunications Resea¡ch Laboratories (IRL:bs//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipcg, Manitoba tt
It-
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void scheduleSAusene
{

int userAdd¡ess;
double userSpacing;
double RAsubfr¿melimit, userRTSiatsRA, userRTSiatsNEWi

FIN(scheduleSAusers0)

op_ima_obi_attr_get(op_id_self0, . nunberofsÀusers .,&numberOfsAuserslnput);

if(numberofsAuserslnput>=0) printf('nunberofsÀusersrnpuc is td\n.,numberofsAuserslnput);else if (numberOfsAuserslnput : _l ) {
numberOfSAuserslnput = op_dist_uniform( I 0O);

, 
nrintf(.newooM: numberofsÀuserstnput is $d\n.,numberOfSAuserslnput);

op_ima_obj attrget(op_id setf0,. RTs peri od.,&userRTSiats);

if((userRTSiats < 0'0001)&&GserRTSiats != -t)) op-sim-end(.srMUrÀTroN ÀB.RT! ! ., .sÀ user RTs periodelse if (userRTSiats : -1) userRTsiats = o.oooí+op_att_uniform(10000vt0000.0;

for (i=l ; icrumberOfSAuserslnput+l ; i+r){
userRTSiatsRA = userRTsiats*i;
RAsubframelimit = O.OOOOt.

if(irserRTSiarcRl >= RAsubfnamelimiQ {
userRTSiatsNEV/=userRTSiatsRA+RAsubframelimir-op_dist_unÍform(0.00005);.-

. op_intrpt_schedule self(op_sim_time0+usernfs¡as¡¡gW,l}
)

)

FOUT

l

void invekeSAusene(--
FIir-I(invokeS Ausers0)

prohandleAn-ay-oBmgdindexl =-opl)ro_cr€âte(. sÀbrockr.rÀc21sept99 .,index)i
op¡rro_invoke(prohandleArray_Oit *g.ti"¿.*l,iiA"-J'
op-intrpt¡ort-register(opc-ponr-rvpe-émv,î,pronanatearray_oBmgdindexr);
op_irtrpt¡lort_registe(OpC_pORT_TfpE_STRM,O,prohanOtearray_OBmgdindexl);
op-inrrptJ'ort-regisûer(opc-poRT-TrpE:srRM,ã,p.onanoteerray_oBm 

gr[index]) ;op_inrrpt¡rort_register(OpC_pORT_TypE:STRM,¿,prohan¿teenay_OBmgdindexl);

numberOfSAusers++;
indexr-+:

FOUT
)

void invokeMACprocessese



int a;

FIN(invokeMACprocessesQ)

prind(.======= 
=======> srobat c1

for (a=1 ; a<MAX_ADDRFJS_ID+I ; a++){
if(op-¡rro_valid(prohandleArray_OBmgrlal) : OpC_TRUTE)

op_intrpt_schedule_¡lrocess(prohandleArray_OBmgr[a],op_sim_time0,a);

l

FOUT

l

void terminateCon0
(

FIN(terminateCon0)

pkptr_TERM = op¡k_get(FROM_TERM_STRM);

if (pkpE_TERM != OPC_NIL)(
op¡lk_nfd_get(pkptr_TERM,. ae s È_addr.,&userAddressTermination);
prinú('=======
prinf('===== CONNECTION FOR USER td NOW OFFICTÀLLY TERÌTIINÀTED (e tlf)========\n.,userAddressTprinf('======= 

=\n\n.)iop¡r ro_destroy(prohand leArray_OB m grIuserAddressTermi nation] ) ;

name
enter execs
ex¡t execs
status

INIT
(See below.)
(See below.)
forced

//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud il
// Telecommunications Research l.aboratories (fRl^abs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, tilinnipcg, Manitoba il
//

index = l;
schcduleSAuscn0;

St

unforced
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Attríbute slot density parameter properties
Vi

Attribute slot density distribution propérties

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:

Attribute slotOounter propeft ies

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:

Attribute OB activity interval propertieG

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:

0
integer
Private
FALSE

0
integer
Private
FALSE

0
integer
Private
FALSE

0
integer
Private
FALSE

0
integer
Private
FALSE

0.0
double
Private
FALSE

0
integer
Private
FALSE

Attribute pks to arrive distribution properties
V¿

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:

Attribute slotOounterDistribution properties

Attribute pks to arrive in OB properties

Attribute RTS tlmeout period properties



!¡qcsss Model
rueoctiãrdZffiìgsd

Property
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribr¡te DescrÍption:
Auto. assign vaiue:

Assígn Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Descriotíon:
Comments:

Value
0.0
double
Private
FALSE

set
disabled
disabted
enumerated
Private

N/A
YES
Ì{/A
TVA
YES

ntttr'outeret@

0
integer
Private
FALSE

|Ilbd." tessJm ¡nTËiiro¡; rtiõ

lnitiatValue:
Defautt Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

disabted N/A
toggle YES
pr¡vate Nl/A

l\yA
This attribute specifies whether a ,begin 

"irrl"tionYEStnterrupt' is generated for a processor module,s rootp.r999JS at the start of the simutatíonNONE 
YES|Tibd."ffi

lnitialValue: :l
Defauft Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

disabled N/A
toggle YES
prtvãte N/A

N/A
This-attribute specifíes whether an ,end 

"irnul"tionYESnterrupt' is generated for a processor module,s rootp.r999ss at the end of the simulation, 
' --'''

NONE 
YES

l1ib*: tailurC intrþiõ pñþèrtieõ



This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root órocess
upon failure of nodes or links in the network åodel.NONE YES

SymbolMap:

Attribute intrpt interval properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Units:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Attribute priority properties

i Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Low Range:
High Range:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

set
disabled
disabled
toggle double
Private
sec.

set
0
0
integer
Private
-32767 inclusive
32767 inclusive

NONE

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES
YES

This attribute specifies how often regular interrupts
are scheduled for the root process o-f a processor module.NONE YES

N/A
YES
NI/A
NI/A
YES
YES
YES

This attribute is used to determine the executíon order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulation time.

YES

Ìl1/A
YES
NI/A
t{/A

This attribute specifies whether recovery int"ruptJEs
are scheduled for the processor module-,s root process
up€n recovery of nodes or links in the network model.NONE YES

Attribute recovery intrpts prope,rties
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Attribute super prioriú prope,lies

Assign Status:
lnítialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:

disabled t{/A

logste IrTPrivate 
N/A
YES

This attribute is used to determine lhe execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at tne sâme
simulation time.
NONE YES

a
// Copyrighr 1999, Alex Renaud¡ ///r õrç^ \ç¡rauu ll
// Telecommu¡ic¿tions Rese¿¡ch Labor¿tories (fRl-abs)//
// 10,75 Scu¡field Blvd, rrl/innipeg, Manitoba lt///

lfdehne TO_CDMA_TX_STRM 0

/./, 
td:fi ""_T9E lop-intrpt_rypce:OpC_nYrRIT_STRM && op_inrrpr_srrm0_4 )Itdefine DLL-PK-ARRIVED (op_¡ntrpt_rype0={pc_nffruT_STRM && op_inrrpt_strm0:3)lfdef-ue DLL-NACK-ARRTVED <"p_it6LdeO="oË_INTRpT_sïRM && op_inrrpt_srrm0r:4)

#define sEND-RTS (op-rntrpt-typeo:opc-nvfRlT-sElF && op-íntrpt_codee-startTimccode)
fÉdefrne RESEND-RTS (op-lütrpt-tvp€0:oec-nrrnñ-s-er-r eÀ-"n-lit.pl.to:r*cndRTStimecode)
lldehne RTS-TIMEOLTI-ÞG*IRED fop¡"t"pt_typ"O--OpC_¡.¡'fn¡,f_SglF && op_tnkpt_code0:Z1)lldef¡ne READY-TO-RES t"i_.t i,i6,i"ö:orc_nrrnm_sElF && op_intrpr_code0:88)iÉdefi¡e MPDU-RETX_REá,DY (op_intrpi_typefi 

-õpc_n¡rnsr_s¡ri aã 
"p_¡"[l Lcode():222)

extern double regulaiTimeSlotDur¿tion;
extern double requestAccessSubframeperiod;
extern double rcTxSubframeperiod;
extern double superFrameperiod;
extern pkptr_MPDUcopy;

#deFrne alex (op_intrpt_typ€0:OpC_INTRpf_SELF && op_inrrpt_code0:33)

#def¡neDISCARD_PACKET (discardMpDU:OPC_TRUE)

#define START user_address != 0
#define SET I
fldefne SRC_ADDR I
{Édefine sta¡tTimeCode I l
#defrue resendRTstimeCode I 2
{ldefinerequestAccessSubframeperiod 0.00005//GLOBAL
{fdehnesuperFrameDu¡ation 0.001//GLOBAL
ifdefine guardBand O.0OOOI //should be propagation delay for RTS packet



int
int

l#defne TO-RADIO-STRM 0
lldef¡¡e FROM-SINK-RTS-ACK-STRM I

lHefme YES I

lHefine RTS-NACK-RF¡EfVED(op-intrpt-type0:OPC-nVfRPT-STRM && op-intrpt-strm0:6)
ffdefrne RTS-ACK-RECEMD (op-intrpt-syps0:OPC-NfRIT-STRM && op-intrpt-strm0:l)//changed on 9augl999
fldefrne \ilRIIE-TO-BUFFER (op-infrpt-type0==OPC-nVIRIT-SELF && op-intrpt-code0:99)

//#defìne RX_GLOBÀL-CLOCK (op-intrpt-typ€0:OPC-INTRPT_STRM && op-intrpt-strm0-5)
lldefine RX-GLOBAL-CLOCK op-intrpt-type0==OPC-INTRPT-PROCESS

//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Telecommunications Rese¿¡ch Labonatoríes (lRlabs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll

Packet* Þk-frameStart;
Packet* þk-enc¿p[200];
Packet* \pkptr-RTSrescndt
Packet* \pkOutputBuffer;

int VeTXpacket;
int \retxCountThreshold;
int \totalMPDUcount;
int \disca¡dedMPDUcount;

Vartyp€* \userAddressMemory;

Prohandle þrohandleArray-TSmanager[20O]l
int VocalReÞ<Offset;
int \disca¡dMPDU;

int tslotDensity;

double
double
Evha¡rdle
double
double

\ev_sendRTStime;
\sendRTStime;
VesendRTStime;

int \numberOfMPDUslnserted:
double \bufferActivitylnterval;
int \user-add¡ess;
int \userAddressFromAN;

int \numberofSlotsAllocated;
int \assignedTimeSlots[20O];
int \number0fFAslotsAllocated;
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int \slotCounter;
int \slotCounterDistribution;

Stathandle \RTSrefiProfi lestarhandle;
double \RTSretxProfile;

Stathandle \protocolLossprobstathandle;
double \protocollossProb:

Il Copynght 1999, Alex Renaud lt
// Telecommunications Rese¿rch Laboratories (IRLabs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba il

void initializeSAtimeSloæSA 1 REVFe
{

int slotDensityDistributiou
int i:

FIN(initializeSAtimestossA I REVFO)

op-ima-obj-attr-ge(op-id-selfe,.stot densir.y parameEer.,&slotDensity);
op-i'a-obi-sttrje(op-id-setfQ,'s1ot. de*iuy d.istsribur.ion.,&slotDensityDistribution);
op-ima-obj-attr-ge(op-id-setfe, . oa acrivi Ey inÈeryar . ,&bufferAaivitylntewal);
op-ima-obj-attr-ge(op-ld-selfQ,'retx counÈ Èhreshord.,&retxcountThreshold):

if (slorDensiry > 0){
printf('*a*a***+*+*+t+*+r+r+*+r+r+r+r+*+r+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+r+*+r+r+r+*+i+r+*\n.).
printf('nrrtrar,IzINc TIME sLots FoR sÀ use! gd. (stoEEr€nsiÈy is td)\n.,user_address,stotDensity);printf('*a*a***+r+t+r+r+*+t+*+r+r+r+t+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+r+r+r+t+*+r+r+r+*+*+r\n\n.);

)
elseif(slotDensity-0)op-sim-end('enRont nunlrer of sÀ r.ime sroÈs requesEed shourd be non-zero,,..,.
else if (slotDensity = -l ) (

slotDensity = I + op_dist_uniform(slotDensityDisrribution);
printf('*a*t***+*+*+*+r+*+*+*+*+*+r+*+*+Ê+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+r+*+r+r\n.);
prind('INrrrlr'rzrNc TrME sl,crrs FoR sÀ user td. (slor.DensiÈy is *d) \n.,user-address,slotDensity);printf('*a*****+*+*+*+*+*+t+*+t+*+*+*+*+r+*+*+*+*+*+r+*+r+r+*+i+r+*+*+r+r\n\n.);

)
op_lma_obj_attr_get(op_id setfe,. sloccourer.,&slotCounter);
op-ima-obj attr-ge(op-id selfO,.storcouÈerDisÈribur.ion.,&slotcountcrDistribution);

if(slotCounter : - l)
slotCounter = I Grop_dist_untform(slotCounterDistribution);

for (i=Ð; icslotCounter; i++){
pkoutpurBuffer = op¡tk_crtate_fm(. cd¡na_TypE2. );
op¡rk_nfd_se(pkOuÞutBuffer,. packeÈ nu¡rber.,slotCounter _ i);
op_¡lk_nfd_se(pkOuputBuffeç. arc_addr.,user_address);



op_subq pk_lnser(user_addrcss,pkOuputBuffer,OPC_QPOs_HEAD);
prind(. *d\t',i);

l

op-lntrpt-schedule-self(op-sim-tim eQ+bufferActivityln tewal,99) ;

FOUT

)

void sta¡tRTStimeoutTimerREVFQ

{
int RTStimeoutPeriod;

FlN(startRTStimeoutTi merREVFO)

op_lma_obj_attr_get(op_id-self0,'nts tineouc period',&RTStimeoutPeriod);
op_intrpt-schedule-self(op-sim-timeQ+RTS ti meoutPeriod,TT) ;

FOUT

)

void sendRTSpacketSA I REVFQ

{
Packet* pkptr-RTS;

FIN(sendRTS packetsA I REVFO)

pkp{r-RTS = op-pk_crcåúe-fm(' conÈro1 ' );

op¡rk-nfd-se(pkptr-RTS,' sloccoucer',slotCounter);
op¡k-nfd-s€(pkptr-RTS,' src-add¡',user-address);
op¡¡k-nfd-se(pkptr-RTs,' nunberof slotsReques cea',slotDensity);
opJk-nfd-s€(pkptr-RTS,' usconurol packec',YES);
pkptr-RTSresend = op_pk-copy(pkptr-RTS);
opJrk-stamp(pkptr-RTS) ;
opJ¡k-send(pkptr-RTs,TO-RADIO-STRM) ;

FOUT

l

void setupOuçutBufferProcessesREVFQ

{

int r. l:

FIN(setu pO utp utll ufferProcessesREVFQ)

pk-encap[0] = op--pkJet(FROM-SINK-RTS-ACK-STRM);

if (pk-cncap[O] != OPC-NIL){

opltk-nfd-e(pk-encap[0],.ntulerof slocsÀssismed.,&numberOfSlotsAllocated);
opjk-nfd-ge(pk_cncap[0],. ass ismedsloÈs.,&assignedTimeSlotsI I ]);
op-pk-nfdget(pk-cncap[0],'nunuerof FAsLor,s',&numberOfFAslotsAlloca¡ed);
opJ¡k-nfd-ge(pk-cncap[0],' des E-addr',&userAddressFrom,{N);
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for (r=1 ; r<numberOfSlosAllocated; r++) {
op_p|_nfd_get(pk_encap[r-l], . encapsurare.,&pk_encap[r]);

. op¡rk_nfd_get(pk_encap[r],.assisnedsloE".,AassignedfimeSlotslr+ll);
l

for (r=0; r<numberofslotsAllocated-l ; r+r)
op_pk_destroy(pk_encapIr]);

printf('\n===== 
======_=\n.);printf('Se-er,OcXl:Àssigïred SÀ ÈimesloÈs for user td (esimTime = *13.10ff): ..userl

for (l=l ; IcnumberOfsloeAllocated+l; t++)
prinrf(. ra, .,assignedTimeSlotslll);

printf('\n');
Printf('=======
printf(" \n'); ==============\¡');

)

FOI.IT

)

void tickSynchroOBSAREVF0

t

FIN(tickSynchroOBSAREVFO)

printf(-eeee@e@ceeeøGee@ td MpDUs d.iscard.ed out. of 8d MpDUs tsransmitÈed\n.

op-stat-rvrite(protocoll,ossProbstathandle, (doubleþiscardedMPDUcount/(double)totalMpDUcount);

totalMPDUcounr.f+;

pk_frameStart = op¡rk_ge(S);

if (pk_frarneStart != OPC_NILX
op¡rk_stamp(pk_frameSta¡t);
framesrart = op_pk_stamp_time get(pk_fi-amesraf);

// prind('f*========== =======-===> SÀblock_l (our.purBuffer):

l

FOI.]T
I

void setupTS managementSAREVF0
t

int a,i;
int numberOfSlotsAllocatedperm;
double subq;

FIN(serupTS managementSAREVF$)

op¡rm_modmem_lns tall (uscr_address) ;
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for(a=1 ; acrumberOfSlotsAllocated+ t ; a+t) {
prohandleArray-TSmanager[a] = opJro_creåte(. sÀblockTsmsrt 2ausgg .,assignedTimeSlots[a]);

op_¡lro_invoke(prohandleArray_TS managerIa],assi gnedTi meS lotsIa]);
l

localRetxOffset={i

FOUT

l

void scheduleRTSwaitPeriodREVF0

{

double RTSresendTime;
int fi'ame0ffset;

FIN(scheduleRTS waitPeriodREVFQ)

frameOffset = I + op_dist_uniform(100);
prind(. \nframe of fset is td\n.,frameoffset);

RTSresendTime = frameStart + frameOffset*0.OO1+op_disr_uniform(0.00005);

printf('sinrine = tlf\t, frilesÈarE = tlf\E frmeoffser. = td\t, RTsresend.Time = $l-f \n.

op_intrp t_schedule_self(RTS resendTi me, 8 8) ;

FOUT

)

void bufferUpdateREVFQ

{
Packet* pkptr-update;
int a;
int OB updaæDistribution;

FIN(bufferUpdateREVFO) 
;

op_ima_ob.i_attr4e(op_ld_selfQ,.pks co arrive in oe.,&numberOfMPDUslnserted);
op-lma-obj-attr-ge(op-id-selfQ,'pks co urive distriburion',&OBupdateDistribution);

if(number0fMPDUslnserted : -l) {. numberOfMPDUslnserted = I + op_dist_uniform(OBupdateDist¡ibution);
)

prinÉ(.\n\nff*t**i*t**** BUFFER upDÀTE; sd packeEs arrived
prind('***tft*****f* appropriar.e message will be pigqyBacked

slotcounterExtension = numberofMPDUslnserted;

piggybackBitToBeSet = l:

for (a=0; a<lumþrOMPDUslnserted; a+r) {
pkouçutBuffer = op_¡lk_create_fmt(. cdna_rypE2 . ):
opJ¡llnfd_se(pkOuputB uffer,. src_addr.,user_address);
op_subq¡k_hsert(user_address,pkOurpurB uffer,OPC_QpOS_TAIL) ;

)

aE usertd's outpuE buffer
co base st.aÈion\n\n');

AE
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FOLrr
)

void scheduleMPDUrerx0

{
double txTi meRETXsubframe;

FIN(schedu leMPDUrerx0)

localRetxOffset++:

txTimeRETXsubframe=frameStart+(superFramePeriod*localRetxoffset)-reTxSubframeperiod+op_dist_uniform(l

if(uTimeRETXsubframe > frameStart+(superFrameperiod*loc¿lRetxOffset))
op-sim-end(' reex Cine af ter subfrm..,. .,. .,. .);

if(uTimeRETXsubframe < fuameStart+(superFramePeriod*localReaOffset)-reTxSubfrarneperiod)
op sim-end('retx Eime bef ore subf rame.,. .,. .,. . );

op_iutrpt schedule_self(txTi meRETXsubfi-ame,222);

FOt-IT
l

reuMPDU0
{

FIN(retxMPDU0)

op_p k_send(op¡rk_copy(pkptr_MpDUcopy),TO_CDMá,_fi _STRM) ;

FOLI'I
)

void checkRetxCountQ 
.

(

int packetNumber;

FIN(checkRetxCountQ)

if (localReuOffser > rerxCounrTfueshold) (
' op¡lk_nfd_get(pkptr_MPDUcopy,.packer. nunber.,&packetNumber);

printf(. tn
printf(.
printf('

disca¡dMPDU = l;
l
else if (localRetxOffset <=retxCountThreshold)

disca¡dMPDU=0;

FOUT

l

void MPDUdroppedg
{

t$ s**ttgt st$t8* tttt 8$*$tttst t sc8 $rtt*t sstt$tt* t*cttt ggstttStt
tt$tttttSttttt*ttgs8$tgt*tstpÀcKET *td DrSCÀRDEDtttSttttstt$t
s s$ t* tttt $tttc $tsttct t$ 8t gttts*gs $stts st st**ßrsr8*8r**r8*8r
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FIN(MPDUd¡opped0)

discardedMPDUcount++;

FOUT
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// Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Telecommunications Resea¡ch I¡bor¿¡o¡ies (TRL:bs)//

// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll
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RTsrcrxProfilestatha¡rdle = op-stal-rcg('Rrs reÈ:< prof ile', OPC-STAT-INDEX-NONE, OPC-STAT-LOCAL);
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Attribute acknowledgement timeout period properties

Attribute output buffer tx rate properties

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:
Units:

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:
Units:

Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Auto. assign value:
Units:

Attribute begsim intrpt propedies

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Attribute endsim intrpt properties

Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

This attribute specifies whether a'begin simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root
process at the start of the simulation.
NONE YES

0.0
double
Private
FALSE
Mbps

0.0
double
Private
FALSE
seconds

0.0
double
Private
FALSE
seconds

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

f\UA
YES
N/A
f\YA
YES

N/A
YES
N/A
IVA
YES

This attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root

Attribute retx rate properties
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SymbolMap:
process at the end of the simulation.
NONE YES

Attribute failure intrpts properties
Prooertv Value
Assign status: set 

t Inherit

'lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

disabled
disabled
enumerated
Private

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model.

SymbolMap: NONE YES

Allnþute tntrpt ¡nterual propefties
Propertv Value lnharil
Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Units:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

set
disabled
disabled
toggle double
Private
sec.

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES
YES

This attribute specifies how often regular interrupts
are scheduled for the root process of a processor module.NONE YES

AnnÞute priority properties
Propertv Value lnharít
Assign Status:
lnitialValue:
Default Value:
Data Type:
Attribute Description :

Low Range:
High Range:
Comments:

0
0
integer
Private
-32767 inclusive
32767 inclusive

NUA

YES
N/A
N/A
YES
YES
YES

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same

SymbolMap:
simulation time.
NONE YES

Attribute recovery intrpts properties
Propertv Value lnherit
Assrgn utatus:
lnitialValue;
Default Value:
Data Type:

set
disabled
disabled
enumerated

N/A
YES
N/A



Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Attribute super priority properties

, Assign Status:
i lnitialValue:
I Default Value:

Data Type:
Attribute Description:
Comments:

SymbolMap:

Private Ì{/A
YES

This attribute specifies whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or links in the network model.
NONE YES

Value lnherit
set
disabled
disabled
toggle
Private

This attribute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulation time.
NONE YES

N/A
YES
N/A
N/A
YES

// Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Telecommunications Resea¡ch l:bor¡ories (IRL¿bs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll

#include <math.h>

#define SYNCHRONUÀTION STRM 5

fidefine SRC-ADDR I

#define FAinitializationPacket 999
#define OB-INPUT-STRM 0
fÉdefineFROM-MAC-STRM I
#defrneTO-CDMA-TX-STRM 0
#defineFROM-SINK-STRM-DLL 2

#def¡ne OUTPUT-BUFFER-INDEX 0

#define PACKET-LENCTII 3392
#defineSET I

#define EMPTY I

{ldeFrne TX-PK-CODE 0

tldefine ACK-TIMEOUT-CODE 33
{ldeÍrne SCHEDLTLER-PK-READY-TO-TX 55

fldefine CIIANNEL-READY I

lfdefi¡eACK-POSITIVE (ACK:OPC-TRUE)
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{ldefrne SEND_PK (op_intAt_typ€0:OPC_nVfTTJELF && op_tnrrpr_code0-Tx_pK_CoDE)
lHefrne BUFFER_EMpTy þuffer_empry - OPC_TRLE)

H:::::f;T"",P,Í:Lï:4-t.{}"0 rRM && op_rntrpr_strm0:oB_rNpr.n_srRM)
#dehne FAtimeStotlniriatizationpackerReceived (op_htrpr_ryp€0:opc_rNTRpT_srnü aÃ;;i;i*r_ri.irfi:oo*_
HliT: lll;iL-ItS*F-. _(op-intrpt-tvpeo--oic-jffi.pt-srru"r ea oõ-i"*p,-,t.-0:rnoM_srNK_srRM
lHefine CFIANNEL_ERECT (channel_erect : òpg_1pgg¡
#def-rne UPPER_BLIFFER_TTIR_EXCEEDED (throttle_back : OpC_TRUE)
#define FAtimeSlotSetupComplere (readyToGo : OPC_TRIJE)

ffdeline SYNCHRONIZATION_TICK (op_intrpt_ryp€0:OpC_nVIRItSTRM && op_inrrpr_strm0:SyNcHRoNu.A_

fldefine TX_PK (op_intrpt_typee:OpC_n\¡-rRIrT_SElF && op_intrpt_code0:SCHEDuLER_pK_READy_TO_TX)

*ldefine ACK-TIMER_EXPIRED (op_htrpr_rype0:OpC_trtTRpT_SElF && op_inrrpr_code0:ACK_TIMEOtII_CODE)

extern double regularTimeSlotDuration;
extern double re4uestÂccessSubframeperiod;
extern double rcTxSubframePeriod;
extem double superFramePeriod;

//extem int userAddressAlex;
extemint numberOfFAtimeslorsAllocatedREv;
externint piggybackBitToBeSeU
extemint slotcounterExtension;

int pkptr_MPDUcopy;

\output_buffer_pk_count;
butput_buffer_status;
\buffer_empty;

double VimeSlotOffset:

\timeSlotAllocatedl
\allocatedTimeSlot;

\numberFAslots;
\FAsubframeOffset;

double VcameStan;
double \frameRef;
double \offsetFromSta¡tFrame;

int VrumberOfTimeSlots;
Packett \pk_framestaf;

int
int
int

int
int

int
double

Evha¡dle
Evhandle
Evhandle
Boole¿n

þvh_ack_TIMER;
burrent_event;
Þvent¡ænding;

double VimeCheck[1000O];
int \assigned_rate;



int \count;
int \ev-count:

int Votal4k-sent;

int \ACK;

int \slow-down-active;

int \channel-erect;
int Vluottle-back;

int \assigned-channel;
int \assigned-code;

int þkNumbec

Packer* þk-copy;

double \OB-retx-r¿te;
Packet* \holding-time-Pk;

Stathandle þk-count-noRETX-stathandle;
int \pk-count-noRETX;

Stathandle þk-count-withRElX-stathandle;
int þk-count-withRETX;

\sn2_cha¡rnel-access-delay-stathandle;
\sn2-chan nel-access-delay ;

\sn2-holdin g-time-stathandle;
tsn2_holding-time;

\chedulerErrorStathandle;
\TS assi gnedlnWrongSuperft 'ame;

int Rmemory-FAsloeAllocated;

int VeadyToGo;

int \user-address;
int \userAddressAlex;

int \newAddress:

// Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Tclccommunic¿tions Resea¡ch L¿boræories (fRlabs)//
// 10.75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll

--

Stathandle
double

Stathandle
float

Stathandle
int
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t0

void printSøtisticsSA tREVC0
{

FIN(printSøtisticsSA I REVC0)

printfl"-____-__
prinllt'*+**tJsER Todttt',,userAddressAlex); 

---------V');
p rintfl "lH sA 

-TS 
vod: p k t ransmined at To t 0. gtfw",timesrotArocated, op_sim_timeo ) :

%12.1Ilf seconds (9o5.3tf us)V,',
printfl"=====2 request access subframe períod =printfl"=====s regular tim.e slot period =
p rintfl " = = -- = = s FA subframe Offs e t =
printfl"=====s ofsetfrom FAsubframe boundary =printfl"=====s timcslot ofset (SAsubfranze) =

.p rintfl " = = = = => total offset from franeREF =
::Jrintfl"=====> outpúBufer MpDIJ count =

_ - - ! ! !. t I tf s e c onds ( go S. 3 lf us )\n", re guta iTimc s l o t D u ratí o n,
Vo I 2. 1 I If seco nds (7o5.3 lf us )V", FAsubfran¿Offset. FAsu¡i*,

7ol2.l IIf seconds (VoS.3tf uslVt",tíme
Vod time slo(s)from beginning of SAsut¡aneí",
% I 2. I I If seconds (7o5.3 If us)V",reauestAccessSu

Tol0.0lf and buferdeløy - %lf ñ2"

FOI,JT

)

SendPKSAIREVC0
(

Packet* pkptr_sendpK;

FIN(sendPKSAtREVCQ)

pþtr_sendPK = op_subq_pk_remove(userAddressAlex,OpC_epOS_HEAD);

if(pkptr_sendPK != OPC_NIL) t
opSk_nfd_set(pkptr_sendplÇ. src_addr .,¡.rserAdd¡essAlex); //was SRC_ADDR
op_pk_nfd_se(pkptr_sendpK,.pj-ssvback srarus biE.,piggybackBitToBeSeg;
op¡lk-nfd-set(pkptr-sendPlÇ'stoÈ. coun.er q.ension.,slotcounterExtension);
op¡rk_s tamp(pkptr_sendpK) ;

-:::pkptr_MPDucopy = op_¡k_copy(pkptr_sendpK);

-.-<p¡r k_send(pkptr_sendpK,TO_CDMA_TX_STRM 
) ;

i:piggyuu"tnitroBeSet 
= 0;

/þrintf(.subqueue pk cowts for user Sd is *lf (cwrenÈ) and delay tlf (gsimTime tlf)\n.
)

FOL]'T

)

void schedulerSAt REVC(int
(

timeSlotAssn)

int inputTimeSlot;
double txTime;
Evhandle ev_scheduler0utput;
double TStxTime;

FIN(schedulerSA I REVC(inr rimeS lotAssn))

inputTimeSlot = timeSlotAssn;



numb€rFAslots = numberOfFAtimeSlotsAllocatedREV;

úmeSlotOffset = regularTimeS lotDuration*(inputTimeS lot- I );

FAsubframeOffset = regula¡Ti meSlotDuration+numberFAslots;
frameRef = op-sim-time0;

txTime=frameRef+requestAccessSubframePeriod+FAsubframeOffset+timeSlotOffset;

ev-schedulerOutput = op-intrpt-schedule-self(txTime,SCHEDULER-PK-READY-TO-TX);
TStxTi me = op-ev-time(ev-schedulerOutput);

op-stat-write(schedulerEnorSøthandle, 0) ;

if (CISuTime) >= (frameRef+superFramePeriod)) (

prind(. *** #*f **f* ****f ***#f *# *** ***#*#** +* f********t***** f*f**#* ######** \n');
PrinÉ(' * * *gt"* td\n' ,userAdd¡essAlex);
prinú(.e¡,¡¡vt ELmeslot scheduled in next. superfrile. CollÍsions may occur artd daca lost\n');
printf(.*#*#***#f*#*#******###*fft*#*#**t**if+******tt*******f***##**####\n\n');

op-stat-write(schedulerErrorStathandle, I );

I
FOUT

name
enter execs
exit execs
status

INIT
(See below.)
(See below.)
forced

string
textlist
textlist
toggle unforced

//Copyright 1999, Alex Renaud ll
// Telecommunications Rese¿rch Laboratories (IRI-abs)//
// 10,75 Scurfield Blvd, Winnipeg, Manitoba ll

timeSlotAllocæed = op-pro-argmem-access0;
userAdd¡essAlex = op--pro-modmem-access0;
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timeCheck[O] = 0;
ev_count = 0;

total¡rk_sent=l;

op_im¡_obj_âttr_ge(op_id_selfe,. re Ex raÈe.,&OB_retx_rate);

pk_count_noRETX = l;
pk_count_noRETX_stathandle = op_stat_reg(. sn2 out.going pk cour. w./o recx',OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT

pk-count_withRETX = l;
pk-count-witlrREÏX-stathandle=op-stat-reg('sn2 oursoins pk cour wich reIx.,OpC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,O'C_ST

sn2-channel-access-delay-stathandle=oP-stat-reg('sn2 chamer access delay.,opc-STAT_INDEx_NoNE,opc_srAT

sn2-holding-time-stathandle=oP-statjeg('sn2 acr.iviEy profire.,opc_sTAT_INDEX_NoNE,opc_sTAT_LOCAL);
sn2-holding_time = 0;

schedulerE¡rorstathandle = op-stat-reg('FÀblock scheduler error.,opc-sTAT-INDEX_NoNE, opc_sTAT_LOCAL);


